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FOREWORD

Dear friends,

The Teacher's Sourcebook for Std VI has been developed

with a view to giving a set of guidelines for teachers handling

English at primary level. The Sourcebook introduces the

teacher to the main principles and techniques that underlie

activity based learning. It is a guide for any practising

teachers. It is also a professional resource for those

working with children.

Through this Sourcebook and the Coursebook, we hope that

you could lead the children to new heights of language

competence. The Sourcebook provides a variety of

activities, a different approach to teaching a second

language, a series of innovative techniques of teaching, an

interesting way of editing and a meaningful system of

evaluation.

We will be happy if you find the suggestions in this

Sourcebook helpful for developing yourself as better

facilitators of second language.

Wish you all the best in your endeavours.

A.P.M Mohammed Haneesh
Director
SCERT, Kerala.
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE COURSEBOOK AND SOURCEBOOK

• This course of instruction in English is based on the objectives and principles
of education envisioned in N.C.F 2005 and K.C.F 2007.

• Issue based curriculum is its core and the various problems faced by our society
are discussed and sensitised in the learning material.

• It is developed on the basis of the principles of constructivism and critical
pedagogy.

• Critical pedagogy explores the social dimension of a constructivist, child
centered and process oriented classroom.

• The approach to language followed here is the cognitive interactionist approach.

• Narratives are used as a pedagogic tool as they play a crucial role in language
acquisition.

• Narratives are not meant to be explained or translated. Present them as such
with proper feel and voice modulation.

• Various skills of language are integrated and the scope for constructing different
discourses is inbuilt in the classroom process of the material.

• A glossary is appended to each unit for familiarizing dictionary reference and
to facilitate self-reading.

• Self-assessment sheets are provided in each unit to help the self evaluation of
the learners and continuous evaluation by the teacher.

• The possibility of teacher local text is explored in almost all units.

• Each unit gives ample scope for creative expressions of language like songs/
poems/ skits/ stories/ narratives  etc. to  initiate them to the world of literature.

• Performance based activities like choreography, enactment of skit and
role-playing have to be given chance for presentation either in the class itself or
on the stage.

• The transactional process of this learning material explores the possibility of
IT as a tool for language learning.

• A comprehensive Sourcebook which details the approach, methodology,
techniques of transaction, planning and evaluation is developed along with the
Coursebook as a comprehensive package of learning materials for this level.

• The activities suggested in the Sourcebook are suggestive and not prescriptive.
Teachers are free to adopt and modify the suggested activities to suit to the
level of the learners of their classroom within the constructivist paradigm.
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Introduction

Education is a powerful tool for
liberation. It equips a society to
encounter all forms of suppression. It
enables liberation from one’s personal
lethargy and prohibitions imposed by
traditions and superstitions. We
should ensure an educational system
which  enlightens our vision. With
these broad objectives in view, an
action plan for strengthening the
school curriculum in Kerala has been
undertaken.  School curriculum has to
be designed and developed in the light
of past experiences, the general trends
of the society, the needs of the
contemporary world and the visions
for the future.

School education is the spring board
that decides the future of Kerala.  The
challenges of the contemporary world
can be met only if we develop a
progressive and comprehensive
educational system. We can achieve
progress only if we combat the issues
that trouble our society. We need to
sensitise our young generation about
various issues that confront us. This is
possible only by discussing those
issues in the curriculum. The
curriculum should be flexible enough
to accommodate various issues faced
by us. It would give an opportunity to

Chapter I
THE NEED FOR A NEW CURRICULUM

the learners to think about and have
an insight into these issues in their own
way. The learners form attitudes,
opinions and make judgments about
these issues. By doing so they render
valuable contribution to the progress
of the society. Moreover their learning
proves meaningful and they become
socially responsible. The curriculum is
committed to provide ample scope for
all these.

Every society dreams of a prosperous
future. Certain groups working in the
society have the hidden motive of
wresting social and economic
dominance. Meanwhile a large section
of the society struggles for liberation
from distress and for the basic
amenities of life. A balanced
development of the society becomes
possible only when narrow and petty
interests are set aside for general
welfare.

VISION OF THE FUTURE SOCIETY

The future society should be founded
upon the creative participation of the
entire society on the basis of
progressive visions, studies and
experiences.

Each society has a unique vision about
its future.  The educational activities
are to be designed on the basis of this
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vision.  Values enshrined in our
constitution like democracy,
secularism, and social equality are the
indicators to be considered while
framing the principles of education.
We should dream of a society with
humanistic foundations and which
dispenses with all sorts of religious,
caste and economic inequalities,
gender bias and narrow regionalism.

We should think of a social system
which utilizes our manpower for
sustainable development.

• The main considerations of this
society should be nationalism, self-
reliance, promotion of native culture
and democratic rights.

• The society to be constructed is the
one which focuses on the welfare of its
poor sections and which makes use of
its resources for  production and
development.

• The society should progress through
co-operation and collaboration.  The
models of development it creates and
promotes should be founded on
efficient and just generation and
equitable distribution of wealth.

• Renewal of the society is realised
when it believes that knowledge is a
common property of the society and
that it is continuously refined through
investigations and critical thinking.

• The society would always struggle
against the discriminations faced by
certain sections of the society due to
historic or social causes. It would

ensure the equality of men and women
in social progress.

• The society would respect cultural
diversity, protect its own cultural
traditions and would launch a strong
resistance against the onslaught of
consumerist culture.  In this regard, it
would also identify the undesirable
trends of culture propagated by the
media and take steps to react against
them.

• The future society would rally
against social evils and divisive forces
and take up this goal of social progress.

THE VISION OF EDUCATION IN THE

NEW CURRICULUM

The new curriculum envisions the aim
and methodology of learning as
construction of knowledge. Learning
is a process of constructing knowledge
according to the constructivist
paradigm. Every experience of life is
the cause of developing a new idea.
The ideas acquired in this manner are
added to previously acquired/ shaped
ideas. This means that the child
constructs knowledge by continuously
interacting with his environment. This
is a natural and continuous process.
Thus:

•learning is construction of knowledge

•learning involves problem solving

•learning is the product of a natural
process
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The construction of knowledge is not
limited to the classrooms alone. The
child actively interacts, investigates,
reacts, designs, interprets and finds
meaning from the world outside. Thus
the child slowly integrates himself
with the society of elders. Through
this, the child is able to identify his
personality and his place in the society
as an individual. Learning would be
effective in an environment which
recognizes  learners as ‘individuals.’
Learning should not be related to
feelings like fear, discipline or conflict.
It should be related to feelings like
pleasure and happiness.

LEARNING AND KNOWLEDGE

Man is different from other
creatures because he is able to
manipulate his circumstances and
construct what he requires from
nature. Besides, man can reconstruct
knowledge. But acquiring only certain
facts about something does not
constitute knowledge.

True knowledge:

•is the product of labour or activity

•follows the principles of
construction

•is the cultural tool for liberation

•is the product of an organic process

•is a process that transforms
information into wisdom

•skills, attitudes, values, concepts,

proficiencies etc. are all parts of
knowledge

SOCIAL DIMENSION OF KNOWLEDGE AND

CRITICAL PEDAGOGY

Social constructivism defines
learning as a mental construct in a
problematic social situation. It is
significant to identify the nature of
knowledge that is constructed around
us. Autocratic tendencies, business
motives, partisan attitudes and other
hidden interests are prominent in our
society.

Hence apart from mere construction of
knowledge, a vision about the
following are also necessary.

•For whom is the knowledge
constructed?

•Does it function as a catalystic force
that leads society to progress?

A vision about these have to be
formulated and it should be reflected
in the curriculum

PSYCHOLOGICAL FOUNDATION

This curriculum totally disregards the
ideas put forward by behaviourism
and follows the ideas put forward by
social constructivists. A realization that
education is a social process and that
the  conflicts that exist in the society
would affect education, is necessary.
Idealistic classrooms alone are
incapable of overcoming the conflicts
that exist and the contradictions that
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are inherent in the knowledge thus
acquired. Critical theorists ask us to
develop a critical ability to identify the
sources of social conflict and overcome
them. This curriculum underlines the
fact that by following critical learning
the child acquires the ability not only
to construct knowledge but also to
revise the existing knowledge. Along
with these the ideas about learning and
knowledge put forward by modern
neuro-psychologists and the concept of
multiple intelligence influence this
curriculum significantly.

APPLICATION OF KNOWLEDGE

The multifarious activities and ways of
action of man sustain the social life and
the culture of a race. This repository
of knowledge includes crafts like
weaving, wood craft, pottery etc.; jobs
like farming, business etc.; and various
arts, sports, entertainments. These
forms of knowledge are at the
application level. But the present
educational system creates an aversion
to these activities among learners.

The knowledge of crafts, arts and jobs
are developed and propagated
traditionally through experiences and
internalization. They have to be
attained through practical experiences
too. The Indian model in this regard is
extensive, varied and rich. This
knowledge forms a valuable part of
our economy as productive skills. They
should be made part of the curriculum
after removing the caste and gender

based divisions in them. We should
approach vocational training not by
just teaching certain traditional crafts
but by realizing their possibilities in the
modern world.  Vocational training for
processing and marketing the natural
farming products of Kerala is also to
be considered.

KNOWLEDGE AND REALIZATION

Certain traditional models of
knowledge are prominent in our
society. Education should sensitise the
learner about such traditional models
like women doing only certain jobs or
men behaving in certain ways. It
should question the existing and
established models and search for new
models, alternatives etc. and create
new awareness. The traditional
paradigms should provide knowledge
and attitude to students through
experience, as the foundation for
further development.

It is dangerous to consider knowledge
as an absolute product. Along with
constructing knowledge, questions
like who acquire it?  What do they use
it for? etc. have to be examined.

Hence the process of learning is as
important as the content of learning.

The curriculum should also enable
students to:

•think logically

•understand the world
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•promote an aesthetic sense

•maintain communicative efficiency
   with others

•develop the ability to work and take
  part in the economic process.

Learner

The children have the ability to
formulate their own inferences and
theories about nature, society,
themselves and their relationships
with others. These are natural abilities.
This curriculum underlines the
importance of respecting the nature of
learners in dealing with them. All
children have the natural desire and
ability to learn.

•They have different pace of learning.

•Their style of learning is different.

•They have the readiness to exchange
opinions, engage in healthy debates
and collaborate in various activities.

•They have the ability to realize their
skills and limitations and act
accordingly.

•They can observe formal laws and
codes.

The general characteristics of children
at the secondary level are:

•readiness to accept challenges

•adventure spirit

•freedom of imagination

•ability to make new discoveries

•leadership quality

•critical and logical powers of thought

•ability to formulate one’s own
opinion

Education should give due
consideration to these traits of the
learners.

NATURE OF THE LEARNING PROCESS

• The child has the inborn ability to
learn and knowledge is the product of
the activities that she is engaged in.

• The education that the children
receive should provide opportunities
for them to experiment with
knowledge, do activities by themselves
and to correct their own mistakes.

• Education should give opportunities
to children to overcome the limitations
imposed by their house or community
and understand themselves, others
and the society around.

• It should equip the learners to deal
with the society around.

• We should put forward a curriculum
that would provide meaningful
learning experiences for all learners.

• There should be a change from a text
centered approach to a child centered
approach in the teaching learning
process.

• The learning experiences provided to
learners should promote their natural
interest in doing activities, their
creativity, dealing with the external
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world and other people.

• The learners should get opportunities
to express their opinions, take up
activities, solve problems in a
collaborative fashion, share their
experiences and link them with the
knowledge that they receive from/
through the new revised curriculum.

• Due consideration should be given
to the social, physical and
psychological differences of children.

ROLE OF THE TEACHER

Every class based on critical
methodology and construction of
knowledge is a research centre. Here
teachers are not distributors of
knowledge. But they inspire children
and function as co-research guides and
fellow learners in the process of
problem solving.

IT ENABLING

The advancements in the field
of science and technology should be
effectively tapped for the effective
classroom transaction of knowledge.
As the new curriculum advocates IT
enabled learning, it is high time the
teachers of English used such
sophisticated equipments/ softwares
to make the process of transaction
more effective. The immense
potentialities of Information
Technology can greatly influence the
transactional processes. A number of
softwares are available as teaching
aids.

They can facilitate language learning.
The teachers should use their
discretionary power in selecting and
adapting such softwares in tune with
the needs and requirements of the
classroom.
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Chapter II
OBJECTIVES OF EDUCATION

When we decide on the objectives of
education in Kerala, we should
envision a society that would be strong
enough to preserve the independence,
sovereignty, secularism and
democracy of India. Our education
should promote aesthetic sense and
human values. It should create a
feeling of security and a sense of
responsibility in all walks of life.  Every
individual has to realize that his
personal growth is a part of the growth
of his family and society.

The broad aims of our education are
as follows:
Social justice

Education should enable the learners
to shape a social order based on
equality and justice. It should be based
on democracy, secularism and gender
equality. Our constitution envisions
secularism.  It has to be preserved so
as to resist atrocities or hatred in the
name of religion, caste etc. Education
should become the means of liberation
and social change.  It should lead to
enlightenment.

Sustainable development

A comprehensive awareness of
environmental protection has to be
promoted.  An attitude to synchronize
all developmental activities with the
environment has to be promoted with
the broad aim of sustainable
development.  Students should acquire
the ability to protect and use resources
with discretion.

Moulding up good citizens

Education should enable a student to
function as a responsible citizen in the
society.  His civic sense should include
secular thoughts, historic conscious
ness, political outlook and a sense of
justice in all walks of life.

Promotion of nationalism

The nationalism that we aim at should
include an international outlook also.
It should uphold human progress and
love for the entire world. This
nationalism should grow to recognize
and integrate the diversity of India.

Develop awareness about rights

Education should ensure the
implementation of the rights
guaranteed by our constitution and the
UN Statutes. It should ensure the
protection of human rights and the
rights of women and children.
Education should promote the
consciousness of rights.

Promote an awareness of science and
technology

The developments in science and
technology have to be imbibed and
utilized in day-to-day life through
education.  Students should attain the
ability to transform their knowledge
and skills according to the
developments in science and
technology.
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Acquire a scientific attitude

Students should become
equipped to approach problems on the
basis of cause-effect relationships and
suggest solutions for them.  Education
should promote logical thinking.
Students should be able to distinguish
between science and pseudo-science.
They should work for the liberation of
the society from superstitions, rituals,
sectarianism and prejudices. They
should build a scientific outlook in life
and resist unscientific practices.

Promote indigenous culture

The traditional and localised body of
knowledge and the local
understanding (about farming, water,
land utilization, arts, crafts etc.) have
to be collected, preserved and utilized.
The ability for doing this should be
acquired through education.

Promote vocational skills

Education should be able to assess the
mutualism of knowledge and physical
labour.  Education should aim at the
development of various vocational
skills like farming, especially eco-
friendly farming practices.

Acquire social and democratic values

Education should help to acquire
humanistic values like sympathy, love,
compassion and fraternity through the
collaboration of individuals, family
and society. Education should
promote a healthy awareness about
sex.

Promote self reliance

Education should promote self-
reliance in the socio-political, economic
and cultural fields.

Strengthen resistance

Education should prompt the learners
to resist the evils of globalization and
all forms of hegemony. Students
should be equipped to distinguish
between needs and excesses and to
control consumerism. They should be
able to recognize the threats to
freedom and dangers of cultural
imperialism.

Construct and use knowledge

Education should enable the learners
to construct knowledge and use it in
the society. Education should also aim
at the acquisition of language skills for
the exchange of knowledge, ideas and
needs at local, national and
international levels.

Promote critical approach

Learners should develop the ability to
assess the achievements of humanity
comprehensively. They should be able
to resist all types of exploitation. They
should be able to critically evaluate the
experiences and opportunities of life
and take decisions with discretion.
They should practise self criticism and
develop the ability to resist prejudices,
adamant attitudes and temptations.
They should also be able to accept and
integrate different ideas with
equanimity.
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The knowledge of language has  an
important role in empowering a
person. English language should be
given special importance in the
curriculum as a language of global
importance. In Kerala, learning of
English as a second language starts
from class I onwards. In the higher
secondary classes, English is taught as
the first language (Part I).

The current learning materials and
teaching learning strategies,
unfortunately don’t take into account
the biologically endowed linguistic
components and thoughts of the child.
Contemporary academicians and
educationists have understood the
inherent limitations of language
learning packages based on
behaviourism. Yet this fact is seldom
considered in the discussions at the
lower levels of linguistic competence
acquired by our students. Such
discussions often go wayward
considering only the external factors
responsible for the under performance
of language learners.

We should examine the real problems
faced by the English curriculum and
the classrooms instead of simply
advocating a switch over to English
medium. We have to accept quality
English learning as our basic principle.

The curriculum revision of 1997 was
based on the principles of modern
psychology, linguistics and
experiential pedagogy. However in the
learning of English, certain principles
of behaviourism like imitation and
repetition were still followed. As a
result, text books and teaching
methodology which presented isolated
letters, words and sentences,
structured in a linear fashion persisted.
Our new approach recognizes the
innateness of language.

The basic principles of learning a language
are the following:

1. A child has an innate language
system. Language learning is a natural
growth of this innate language system.

2. Language learning is a non-
conscious process. This is radically
different from the conscious learning
of linguistic facts.

3. Language learning doesn’t take
place through imitation or mechanical
repetition. Instead, there should be an
insightful formulation of hypothesis.

4. Language is not a totality of
linguistic skills. There should be an
internal linguistic competence for the
expression of these skills.

5. Language learning is not a linear
development. It is a cyclical process.

Chapter III
KCF- 2007 (ON LANGUAGE)
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6. Language learning takes place from
whole to parts and not from parts to
whole.

7. Static texts, which are filled up with
linguistic facts and which do not
communicate with children, do not
have a role in language learning.

8. The child should get meaningful and
need-based language experiences
which influence their emotional orbit.

9. The quality of language experience
received is more important than its
quantity.

10. Language doesn’t exist as isolated
sentences or words. It exists as
meaningful discourses. Hence it
should be ensured that the linguistic
experiences and expression of children
should be at the discourse level.

11. The discourse models to be focused
upon in each class should be
ascertained. The variety as well as the
linguistic and stylistic spiriting of
discourses at the higher levels should
be ensured.

12. It is not desirable to correct learner
errors as and when they are made.
Suitable editing processes have to be
adopted to correct the stylistic,
syntactic, morphological and thematic
errors made by the learners.

13. Opportunities should be provided
for expressing and sharing the free
though to of the learners.

Primary Level

1. An integrated approach should be
adopted.

2. Learners should construct simple
discourses like dialogue, poems,
rhymes, description and narrations.

3. Writing should start only in class III
and IV.

4. English Language learning can be
started from Class I onwards.
However there should not be any
conscious efforts to teach English
letters, words or sentences.

5. The method of code switching can
be used to provide the experiences of
various discourses to our learners

6. Exams at the lower primary level
should be avoided.

7.  At the upper primary level, oral and
written forms of narratives, poems,
descriptions, conversations, riddles,
short stories, notices, letters, reports,
posters and diary may be attempted.

Secondary level

1. Along with the discourses attempted
at the upper primary level, plays
autobiographies, travelogues,
biographies, choreography etc. may be
included at the secondary level. The
discourses at this level should have
linguistic and stylistic spiralling and
development from its lowers lauds.
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2. The discourse construction at this
level should include learner
interventions in social issues.

Higher secondary level

1. Besides the discourses included at
the high school level novel, essay,
screenplay, debate, scripts,
symposium and seminar should be
included at this level.

2. The learners should critically
examine the effectiveness of the media
representations (both in visual and
print media)

3. The possibility of semeiotics in
manufacturing consent has to be
explored and they should be
effectively utilized.

4. Today communicative English and
English literature are taught as
optional subjects in certain higher
secondary schools. Since
communication is an important
component of any language learning,
communicative English need not stand
alone as an optional subject.

Recently there has been much
discussion on the deplorable state of
the English Language Teaching (ELT)
and Learning scenario prevailing in
our country. A variety of learning
materials and teaching techniques
have been suggested and tried out in
order to resolve the problems faced in
this domain of the curriculum. A
number of research programmes and
teacher-training programmes have
been going on at state, regional and

national level institutions with a view
to improving the ELT situation. A large
number of institutions have come out
with short term as well as long-term
English courses. Book publishers have
been vying with one another in the
production of English guides for all
levels of learners. More over, a number
of English tuition centres have
mushroomed across the country.
Above all, commercial ELT packages
such as ‘Communicative English,
Functional English’ are developed and
promoted by the State as well as
private agencies. These labels are
accepted unquestioningly and nobody
asks the question: ‘Is there any English
that does not communicate?’ Similarly,
nobody worries whether there are two
varieties of mother tongue namely, the
‘functional’ and the ‘nonfunctional.’

A host of problems have been
identified in the context of second
language teaching. These include
psychological, emotional, method-
ological and linguistic problems along
with problems posed by the material
and environment.

The lack of a speech community
around has often been pointed out as
the biggest hindrance for the child in
the acquisition process. The lack of
exposure to English certainly is a
hindrance. Nevertheless, it is to be
borne in mind that it is not the quantity
of exposure which matters but the kind
of exposure that the child gets which
facilitates language acquisition.
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The existing English Language
Teaching package has a problem
inherent in it. It grossly ignores the
innate system of the child which
enables him to acquire a language.
Materials and methods are based on
the behaviourist assumption namely
that the mind of a child is an empty
vessel and everything concerning
language comes from outside. The ELT
package reflects the contention that
language is learned through imitation
and reinforcement through repetition.

Another conspicuous flaw in the
present model of language teaching is
that it grossly ignores discourse level
transactions narrowing itself to the
transmission of isolated language
items. It is to be borne in mind those
words, or even sentences in isolation,
do not have any independent existence
as these components function only in
discourses. Language acquisition is
accomplished through acquiring
“structure- consciousness”.  This can
be brought about only through
meaningful and need-based linguistic
discourses ensuring the recurrence of
language items at the phonological,
morphological and syntactic level, thus
providing a continuum of language
experience.

General Objectives of Teaching
English

Here is an excerpt from NCF 2000, and
2005:

Language education must aim at
encouraging independent thinking,

free and effective expression of
opinions and logical interpretation of
the present and the past events. It must
motivate learners to say things their
way, nurture their natural creativity
and imagination and thus make them
realize their identity. There are reasons
why learning of language ought to find
a central place in the total educational
process.

In this context the following points
merit serious consideration:

• Despite general acceptance of the
central importance of language
education in principle, practical effort
for improving it has yet to be made at
all levels in the country.

• The oral aspect of the language has
to be duly emphasized in language
education and oral examination in
language must be made an integral
part of the evaluation process.
Emphasis will have to shift from the
teaching of textbooks to extensive
general reading and creative writing.
This would need continuous guidance
and monitoring.

• Due stress is to be laid in all language
education programme on the ability to
use the language in speech and in
writing for academic purpose at work
place and in community in general.

The term ‘Language’ referred to in the
above excerpt is to be interpreted as
mother tongue. Nevertheless what has
been said above holds good equally for
the second language. The Nation has
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accepted the “three language formula”
in order to meet the challenge posed
by the multilingual situation
prevailing in the country. We would
like to add the following points to what
has been quoted above:

Language is a powerful tool for the
empowerment of the individual. This
tool becomes still more powerful and
effective in the hands of a person who
has mastery of an international
language like English other than his
mother tongue.

At the primary level, we expect our
children to produce various discourses
(such as conversation, description,
letter, diary, report, narrative, poem
and so on), both orally and in the
written form. They should also be able
to take part in discussions, debates and
seminars on topics that are socially
important and are within their
experiential orbit. For this they must
be well-versed with the craft of
developing these discourses.

At the secondary and higher
secondary level the learners should be
able to use discourses as tools for
creatively intervening in various social
phenomena. This alone will help them
realize their identity as a second
language user.

The Changed Perspective

This perspective is decided by the
following:

1. National Curriculum Frame work
2005

2. The baseline study conducted by the
Focus Group on English for the
revision of State curriculum finds that:

i. The study on materials reveals that
majority of the materials used in the
field belong to the behaviourist
paradigm. The insights derived from
current understandings on language
and language acquisitions are not
reflected in them. They do not treat
language as discourses but focus on
fragments of language. Though a
variety of discourses are introduced,
the treatment is seen invariably at the
sentence level or word level.

ii. The study on prevailing classroom
processes reveals that most teachers
still take recourse to mother tongue
translation. The classrooms continue to
be teacher-dominated. The focus is
mostly on giving fixed information as
input and taking out this as output.
The concept of language teaching and
learning has more or less narrowed
down to asking comprehension
questions and eliciting fixed responses.
Discourse input and discourse output
are by and large neglected.

iii. Learners at all levels seem to enjoy
learning English. The constructivist
turn in evaluation tools in classes 8, 9
and 10 has made the learning of
English more enjoyable though the
materials used in these classes
continue to be of the behaviourist
paradigm.

iv. The majority of parents in Kerala
(72%) are in favour of introducing
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English in class I itself. Parents
welcome learner-friendly materials
and evaluation in English. There is a
demand for supplementary reading
materials too.

Assumptions about Methodology

Discourse oriented pedagogy is
proposed at all levels of learning
English.

A discourse is a mode of
communicating certain ideas
meaningfully in a particular situation.

At the primary level development of
basic skills in language learning i.e.,
listening, speaking, reading and
writing should be continued. But the
emphasis at this level is to be on the
use of varied modes of discourses
through the basic skills. Learning
experiences should be targeted to
provide the leaner sufficient scope for
the integration of the basic skills in the
language acquisition process.
Moreover, one language function can
be served through different forms of
language and one form of language
can have different functions. These
possibilities should be addressed in the
language acquisition process. To
ensure this, we have to make use of
different modes of discourses. At this
level there should not be any written
examination. Simple discourses like
conversations, rhymes, descriptions,
stories can be worked out at this level.

We expect the student at the upper
primary level to construct more

varieties of discourses, both orally and
in the written form. The discourses
constructed at this level should be
linguistically at a higher level for
which indicators are to be clearly
defined:

For example at the upper primary level the
following discourses may be targeted:

Stories

1. Find out the difference in styles and
messages by listening to a variety of
simple stories.

2. Write simple stories on the basis of
pictures and clues and narrate them
with proper expressions.

Descriptions

1. Speak about things, places and
persons by reading and listening to a
variety of short descriptions.

2. Write about things, places and
persons in simple sentences using
appropriate language items.

Dialogues (Conversations)

1. Identify the contents of dialogues/
conversations by listening to and
reading a variety of them.

2. Identify the form and functions of
language used in dialogues/
conversations and interact effectively
with others.

3. Write dialogues/conversations
suitable for different contexts/
situations and engage in performing
role-plays.
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Poems

1. Listen to and read simple poems and
recite them with proper expressions.

2. Read simple poems and appreciate
the art in them.

3. Identify the images, thoughts,
feelings and messages in simple
poems.

4. Write a few lines following the
pattern.

Riddles, puzzles, jokes and language
games

1. Engage in riddles, puzzles, jokes and
language games.

2. Make riddles, puzzles and language
games.

Narratives

1. Identify the features of narratives by
listening to, and reading, a variety of
narratives.

2. Develop a variety of language forms
to express what the characters are
saying or thinking.

3. Prepare narratives in writing, by
fixing and blowing up a sequence of
events.

4. Present them with appropriate voice
modulation, gestures and facial
expressions.

Notices, posters and advertisements

1. Identify the features of notices,
posters and advertisements by reading
and listening to a variety of them.

2. Make notices, posters and
advertisements related to school
events.

Letters

1. Read different types of letters and
identify their features.

2. Write letters for various occasions.

Reports

1. Read and identify the features of
various kinds of reports.

2. Write reports on school activities and
celebrations.

Diaries

1. Draw ideas by comparing different
samples of diaries.

2. Write diaries on incidents and
projects on their own.

In addition to the above mentioned
discourses, the learners are expected
to carry out the following activities
also.

Projects

1. Identify issues.

2. Decide appropriate methods for
investigation.

3. Develop appropriate tools for
collecting data.

4. Analyze data and reach conclusions.

5. Prepare project report.

6. Present the findings before an
audience.

Creative collection

1. Maintain a collection of various
discourses constructed as part of
learning experience.

2. Collect specimens of stories, poems,
pictures, etc.
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3. Keep a record of one’s own
impression on the collections.

 Assignment

1. Construct various discourses as
home assignment as an extension of
the classroom experience.

2. Undertake editing task (structural,
morphological, and spelling errors)

Since curricular objectives are defined
in terms of discourses and not in terms
of structures and their relevant
communication functions, the level of
each discourse is to be identified
clearly. Take for instance, a discourse
like conversation. We expect learners
at all levels (lower primary, upper
primary and high school classes) to
produce conversations. How will we
differentiate the conversations
constructed by a learner at the Upper
Primary level from that constructed by
a High school student? We can do this
by identifying various linguistic levels
of the discourse.

A mere initiation and response will be
enough for the beginner but as she
goes up to higher levels, we expect
conversations refined structurally and
stylistically. The conversation
constructed at the primary level may
not have discourse markers or tags in
it. But a conversation constructed by a
high school student will necessarily
contain these linguistic elements. Such
a differentiation will be necessary for
the other discourses also. Apart from
deciding the level of each discourse we
will have to decide on the variety of
discourses that are to be targeted at

each level. What has been given above
is the list of discourses chosen for class
VI. As we go to higher classes, we can
select higher order of discourses such
as debates, journalistic writing, essays,
skits, screenplays, e-mailing and so on.

THE CHANGED ROLE OF COURSEBOOK

AND SOURCEBOOK

The Coursebook and Sourcebook have
been prepared based on the following
guidelines:

Knowledge is a construct emerging
from the learner’s mental process
based on the needs of the social,
physical and cultural environment in
which he lives. This is a product of
activity and counter activity. It reflects
the features of the locality and gives
scope for linking through and action.
Such constructed knowledge can
transform the society. Learning, for us,
means the process of transformation.

Knowledge is a construct, which
involves information and at the same
time knowledge stands above
information. In this context the
textbook should be a powerful tool
which leads the learning activities
forward. It has a prominent role
among the different materials which
help the child to construct knowledge.
It should be arranged in such a way in
the classroom that it becomes a chief
resource for the construction of
knowledge within the classroom. The
textbook should contain all the basic
information needed for knowledge
construction as well as hints for
various activities in the classroom.
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Education that aims merely at the
development of skills needed for
productive activities is possible only in
a simple society. The society today has
become complex and sophisticated
through millenniums of social
evolution. Here, learning often
promotes the existing social hierarchy
and structures. It assumes that the aim
of education should be the welfare and
development of all. At the same time,
it neglects and ignores the needs and
issues of the downtrodden in the
society. The learning system often does
not promote realizations of these issues
and prepares the learner mentally to
accept things as they are. We can
understand this if we look at how
learners change after they come to
schools with an inquisitive mind-set.
When we boast of our literates and
well educated people, we do not
realise the role of our learning system
in enslaving us as members of a
consumerist society. Our present
approach to learning doesn’t question
the inequalities and injustices
prevalent in our society even though
it professes and pretends to uplift and
develop all. Needn’t this approach be
changed?

Learning and Social Reformation

Social reformation can also be achieved
through education. The slogan of the

Renaissance period, ‘Get enlightened
through knowledge’ points out the role
of education in social liberation. Based
on this aim, the educational system of
Kerala could develop beyond the
divisions of the society based on class
and caste.

We have the responsibility to develop
education to suit the times. Everyone
should get opportunities to grow and
develop. Hadn’t there been social
inequalities, we could have provided
such opportunities  to all. The social
inequalities still exist. The society lives
in a  social, economic and cultural
environment developed through
millenniums. Our greatest challenge is
to implement a learning system that
could ensure opportunities for all.

This should not be a dream that never
comes true. The privileged classes  can
easily achieve their ends whereas the
under privileged will continue to
remain in their original state. As a
result the  aim of social development
will remain as a mirage. Therefore
certain planned prioritizations and
changes are necessary to ensure social
development of all classes.

What  should the new system of
learning provide?

A learning system that aims at social
reformation should provide
opportunities:

Chapter IV
ISSUE BASED LEARNING
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• to work for social justice

• for balanced and judicious
 development

• to generate better citizens

• to promote a nationalistic spirit

• to promote consciousness of rights

• to promote an understanding of
  science and technology

• to promote logical thinking

• to realise and develop one’s own
   culture

• to develop vocational skills

• to assimilate social and democratic
  values

• to promote self-reliance

• to resist injustice

• to take up leadership in the
   construction and exchange of
  knowledge

 • to promote critical thinking

The learning materials and principles
of education that could be used for
social reformation have to be selected
carefully. There are two schools of
thought in this regard. Some argue that
we should develop the knowledge and
skills needed for social change through
the present system of education. The
learners would then naturally work for
social change. The second school of
thought argues that we should
sensetise the learners about the
numerous issues faced by our society

as the learning material itself. Then the
learners could intervene directly in
social changes along with their
education.

The first school of thought has some
reservations. It dissociates between the
aims and processes of learning.
Therefore a learner might fail to link
the means and ends of his/her
education together. For example a
person who has learned the principles
of swimming from books can’t swim.
The book on swimming becomes
useless not because it doesn’t deal with
swimming, but because it doesn’t
contain the real spirit of that human
activity called swimming. Hence the
approach of the first school which
dissociates means from ends is not
effective. We cannot achieve any
serious aim by following this method.

The process of education that aims at
social change should be through social
interventions themselves. We do not
have any precedents or prior
experiences of this approach. We are
treading a new path that could
qualitatively improve the educational
scenario of Kerala.

We have included social issues as the
content of the new curriculum. It is a
challenging task to bring in various
social issues into the framework of
formal education. In order to take up
this challenge in its true sense, we will
have to design a locally
manoeuverable curriculum. Also we
have to consider the affinity of our
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contemporary society for informative
learning while we try to implement an
issue based approach.

Our social life consists of physical,
social and cultural spheres. Each of
these spheres has numerous problems.
When we examine these problems, we
can identify certain common sources
that generate a set of problems. The
genetic issues that could commonly be
identified throughout Kerala could be
subjected to detailed analysis and
study through the curriculum. These
genetic issues dealt with should have
a bearing on all the spheres of social
life. For example, we experience floods
and land bursts throughout Kerala
during the rainy season. But our
experience of the summer season is
often water scarcity and drought.
When we analyse this common
experience of Keralites we can see that
it is due to lack of scientific
management of land water . We can
list down such issue domains that
affect all spheres of our lives.

Issue domains that are felt
throughout the state

• Lack of scientific land – water
  management

• Issues related to agriculture

• Lack of cohesive universal vision

• Lack of human resource development

• Lack of cultural consciousness

• The issues of the marginalized

• Lack of eco-friendly industrialization
  and urbanization
• Issues related to health and public
   health

We can trace the roots of many social
problems that we encounter in these
issue domains. Each of these genetic
issues has many locally specific
variants. We cannot address all of them
through our curriculum. However we
can help the learners develop a method
for approaching each of these issues.
These issues are developed and
sensitized using various discourses
which provide a linguistically rich
environment in the classrooms. The
learners are to  develop a linguistic
competence to intervene in the social
issues. They have to deal with the
problems and formulate their ideas,
opinions and attitudes about them. The
issue based curriculum should ignite
thoughts and activities among
learners.  Moreover they should be
able to intervene in the thoughts,
activities and perspectives of the
people around him. Learning of this
kind becomes a linking of experiences
with a social aim. Thus education can
become more fruitful than ever before.
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The New Coursebook

•It is a learning material, which
presents the learning issues before
the learner. These issues are
conceived in the light of the social
realities of the learner and are
supported by various facts and
figures.

•It is divided into various units and
modules.

•One module leads to the other.

•The text contains the information
needed to analyse the learning
issue.

•The presentation should create
interest in investigation and should
lead to investigation.

•The contents are arranged with
interlinks and they have a
continuum.

•The text contains information and
directions to enable the learner take
up activities without feeling any
kind of inhibitions particularly his/
her socio-economic limitations.

•The text ensures the construction of
knowledge and gives scope for
investigation.

• It helps the learners to develop
desirable attitudes/ values.

• It gives scope and opportunities for
evaluation.

Chapter V

ON APPROACH AND METHODOLOGY

The need of Teacher’s Sourcebook

A variety of classroom processes are
required to make the students coming
from different backgrounds to
participate in the process of
constructing knowledge. The
Sourcebook provides these varied
classroom processes. It helps the
teachers to raise and lead the learning
issues in the right manner. The
sourcebook also contains relevant
subsidiary information, essential
factual charts and proofs. The teacher
should acquire certain local/practical
ideas or concepts to make the learning
activities meaningful. The Sourcebook
contains directions about the sources
of such knowledge as well as the
required information/ practical
knowledge needed. Only then the
Teacher Local Text would become
complete as a planning guide.

The teacher’s Sourcebook enables the
fullest realization of the possibilities of
the text in the classroom process.

•It helps in the preparation of
supplementary learning materials
based on the limitations/
possibilities of each classroom.

•It contains hints about secondary
materials/ additional materials,
sources of information for
interpreting/ linking the issues
given in the text.
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•It contains the various alternative
classroom possibilities to be
explored, which can lead the child
to take-up the learning issue.

•It is designed and written along
with the Coursebook. But it has to
be enriched through training.

•It contains directions for
evaluation.

The learner’s Coursebooks are a
compendium of the knowledge
constructed as a result of his/ her
observation about life. The real
Coursebook is one, which is built by
the learner. Evaluation plays an
important role in this Coursebook. The
process of acquiring knowledge
becomes complete only when
knowledge is expressed in social
situations. The following diagrams
present the learning processes
graphically.

The desirable features of the
components of this processes are given
below:

Teacher Local Text

Teacher Local Text (TLT) is the
planning document of a teacher who
is preparing to conduct learning
activities in the class. This document
helps the teacher to present the
learning issues and to lead the learning
activities in the classroom. It would be
an expanded version of the teaching
manuals used now a days.

TLT contains-

• The locally available and
secondary data for conducting
various classroom activities, CDs,
newspapers, cuttings, other
documents, instruments, charts etc.

• The indicators for evaluation at
each stage of the classroom process.

•The teacher’s own responses/
evaluation.

Local Text

•It helps the learner to make
observations about the life around
him and intervene meaningfully in
his environment. This local text
enables the learner to link a learning
issue with the social context.

•The learner collects information,
experiences, descriptions from his
environment and locality and uses
them as primary information in
constructing knowledge in the
classroom.

•It links learning with the
environment.

•It encourages observations/
investigations and uses the findings
in learning.
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•It is a book of collections, which
gives freedom, facility and creates
interest in learners (e.g. ‘My tree’
Diary).

•The activities are designed giving
prominence to the guesses and
predictions of the learners and
giving scope for them to prove their
predictions/ formulate hypothesis
and compelling them to put
forward practical suggestions/
solutions.

•The methodology here should
enable the learners to approach
learning issues from diverse
perspectives, assimilate and
examine the inherent explanation
offered by the issue, and formulate
independent attitudes/ stand
points of their own and explain
them on the basis of proofs and
logic.

Presentation of the Textbook and the
activities

• The presentation of learning
materials of each unit is very
important. The presentation should
generate interest and a feeling that
it is essential. The level of the issue
should not be neglected. At the
same time it shouldn’t become
mechanical.

• Diverse methods of presentation
like cartoon, stories, experiences of
children, case study etc. is used in
the primary level.

• Maximum variety is maintained in
the presentation of all units.

Modules

• One unit is divided into various
modules. One module contains the
various activities undertaken by a
learner to solve a learning issue.

• The classroom activity package
includes

- investigations

- predictions

- data collection

- sharing of findings

- interpretation/ analysis

- findings/ conclusion

•Each module includes necessary
information, supplementary
materials, activity, and extension of
activities and possibilities of
evaluation.

•One module is linked to another
module logically. The final product
emerges from its natural
development.

•The products emerging from the
class need not be a written material.
It can be oral products and other
creative expressions. After this, the
leading questions/ crucial
questions that take the learner to the
next module may be listed.

•While arranging units and modules
in this manner, the spiraling of the
issues, concepts are also considered.

•The most suitable activities alone
are included.
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• The module also enables the
learners to formulate principles
based on practical situations and to
apply these principles in real social
contexts.

Critical consciousness

Certain hints or questions which help
the learners to critically analyze the
materials on their own are included.
These hints are in the form of
arguments, criticisms, cartoons and
statements that may come up against
an opinion of the learner.

The Role of the Teacher

In spite of the centrally prepared
curriculum, the teacher enjoys full
academic freedom to design, conduct,
evaluate and provide appropriate
measures to achieve the COs.

The emerging paradigm demands two
levels of competence from the part of
teachers: on the one hand they must
have the skills for sensitizing learners
on the craft of constructing various
discourses. On the other, they must
have the pedagogy of helping learners
use discourses as tools for creatively
intervening in social issues.

The following roles are to be
performed by a teacher:

- A diagnostician

- A researcher

- A democratic leader

- A co-learner

- A facilitator

- A social engineer

The English Classroom

We envisage the English classroom
where the learners can interact with
one another, with the materials, with
the facilitator and with the society
outside the classroom, whenever
necessary. The profile of the classroom
must be collaborative rather than
competitive. Knowledge is conceived
not as the monopoly of an individual
or an agency but as the collective asset
of a society. Hence the classroom
should encourage sharing of
knowledge among the learners. A
teacher is to rise to the level of a
researcher who continuously works
for tackling academic issues.
Collaborative learning among learners
can bring about positive changes in
education. The teacher should exploit
all possibilities of generating language
by shifting the role of the learner  from
a recipient to that of a producer.
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Chapter VI
MODULAR MODE OF TRANSACTION IN SECOND

LANGUAGE CLASSROOM

In the constructivist classroom the
focus is on helping the learners
develop constructs. What sorts of
constructs are to be taken care of in
the language class? In order to have
better understanding about this we
have to have a closer look at the inputs
that the learners get and the outputs
that are expected from them.  In a
broad sense we can say that both the
inputs and outputs are in the form of
discourses. It so, what are the inputs?

• narratives presented by the
facilitator

• discussions generated in the
classroom

• interactions at various points of
transaction

• reading  the passages in the
textbooks and other sources

These are the various linguistic inputs.
Discourses such as conversations,
descriptions, narratives, songs, letters,
etc. targeted at a certain level are the
outputs expected from the learners.

All these inputs are in fact modules
to be transacted in a language class.
What do we mean by a module?  For
pedagogic purpose we define a
module as an activity package that

will lead to the construction of an idea
or a concept. A certain module,
though it can stand independently,
can be attached to some other module.

Though interaction, narratives,
discussions, reading are all
transaction modules as well as
language modules, for pedagogic
purpose we will say that all these are
sub modules that can be sequentially
linked into an organic whole. This will
serves as a holistic language input
leading the learner to the construction
of a certain discourse in which case
the input and output together can be
conceived as a module.

Analyzing the Transaction Modules

1. Interaction

We have already seen what the
facilitator has to do to make her
interaction with the learners more
meaningful and how it helps the
learners make better sense of what
happens in the classroom. It is
necessary to give a wider scope of
interpretation to the term because
interaction does not always boil down
to the questions posed by the teacher
because it includes

• Interaction between the teacher and
the learners.
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• Interaction among the peer group

Interaction between the learner and
the material.

Planning for Modular Transaction

The facilitator has to be pedagogically
conscious to maintain the modular
mode of transaction in the language
class.  She has to be pedagogically
sensitive to the implications of each
of the sub-modules (transaction
modules) and the problems that may
arise while transacting each of them.
She will be working out the classroom
strategies addressing herself to a set
of questions:

1. What is the knowledge construct to
be facilitated?

2. What is the activity to be carried out
and what are the processes to be taken
care of?

3. What are the values and attitudes
that the learners are likely to
internalize?

4. What is to be assessed, who is to
assess and how is it to be carried out?

The constructivist facilitator should be
very clear about the various processes
that should take place. At the same
time she should be sensitive to the
modular mode of transaction which
is conducive for a constructivist
classroom.
• Interaction with children based on
the previous day’s experiences.
• Questions eliciting free responses
from children.

• The facilitator performs the
narrative.
• Narrative gaps are created for
asking questions to elicit free
responses.
• Introducing the reading card.
• Interaction with the children based
on the reading.
• Individual reading.
• Reading in collaboration with the
peer group.
• The facilitator helps the groups to
overcome their hurdles in reading.
• The facilitator reads the passage.
• The narrative continues.
• Creating narrative gaps to elicit free
responses.
• Introducing the worksheet.
• Assigning the discourse task to
children.
• Children construct discourses
individually.
• Presentation by a few individuals.
• Sharing in groups.
• Children write down the refined
version in their notebooks.
• Presentation by the groups.
• Presentation by the facilitator.
•Editing one of the group products
in negotiation with children.

- Theme
- Punctuations
- Syntax
- Morphology and spelling

• Assigning the remaining group
products to groups for editing.
• Making the big book with the edited
versions.
• Introducing the self assessment
tools to children.
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the learners have learnt. Multilevel
teaching programmes can be designed
to locate the needs of a heterogeneous
group with regard to various concepts,
skills and processes. In this case it is
always observable for an external
evaluator to understand where the
learner stands at any given point of
time.

Since language acquisition is an
organic process, just like the growing
of a child, it will be impossible to assess
what the child has acquired at a given
point of time. Thus we are confronting
with a different situation when
working with an acquisition paradigm.
By virtue of the fact that we are
facilitating a non-conscious process, it
is not easily observable what the
learner has acquired after experiencing
a particular module of classroom
transaction. What the learner performs
does not directly reveal his inner
competence. The errors which occur on
the part of the learners in a learning
situation, whether they be at the
phonological, morphological or
syntactic level, cannot be addressed by
designing remedial learning activities
which target particular linguistic facts.
Moreover, we cannot design and
execute multilevel learning activities
catering to the needs of the different
levels of the learners because this kind
of selective linguistic input will lead to

Chapter VII
ON ASSESSMENT

Language learning is a continuous
process and the assessment should be
done periodically. Learning takes
place through group discussions, pair
discussions and individual attempts.
Therefore, assessment also should be
made individually, mutual and in
groups. This will help the learners to
compare their strengths and
weaknesses and make modifications in
their learning.

We propose Continuous and
Comprehensive Evaluation (CCE) at
all levels of language learning. This
shift of focus from testing memory to
real language acquisition shall be the
major concern of all tests at the lower
primary and upper primary levels. The
ability of the student to construct
discourses at various levels will have
to be assessed.

Student assessment

The shift from a skill-based approach
to a knowledge-based approach calls
for a different perspective on
evaluation. If we equate language
learning with a ‘bricklaying’ process,
we can easily test whether the learner
has learnt the targeted linguistic
components such as vocabulary,
structures, idioms and so on after
teaching each component. Naturally,
after administering a learning activity
in the whole class, one can assess what
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days. Similarly in a language class
there are no indicators which will tell
us about the amount of knowledge the
learner has acquired after a few
minutes of teaching.

Since we are focusing on the
production of discourses such as
narratives, conversations, dialogues,
poems etc. we must have a clear idea
as to how the various language
products and linguistic skills of the
learners are to be assessed.

Self-Assessment

Self-assessment sheets are included in
all units of the Coursebook. After
undertaking  various linguistic tasks,
the learners are given an opportunity
to introspect on their achievement.
Discourse specific indicators have been
given each of which demands the
learner to assess his/her own
performance and fill in the spaces
given in the assessment sheet. He/she
can clearly compare any two stages of
his/her own growth with regard to
language performance. A lot of learner
autonomy can be promoted through
self-assessment. The filled in
assessment sheets can also be made
use of by the teacher in his/her overall
assessment of the achievement of the
learner.

THE CLASSROOM PROCESSES

•The teacher interacts with the
learners based on their previous
day’s experience.

•The teacher presents the narrative/

learning but not to acquisition. It may
be noted that this kind of intentional
input is not available for the learners
in a natural language learning
situation. All what we can do is to give
the learners further discourse inputs,
which will retain the holistic nature of
language and involve them
psychologically. At the same time we
have to ensure that the learners get
ample opportunities to reflect on what
they have performed in comparison
with what others have done.

The thrust here is on a process of self-
evaluation. In a sense an experimental
programme meant for facilitating
language acquisition depends crucially
on the autonomy of the learner, where
autonomy is interpreted as being self-
regulatory. Every instance of the
learning process implicitly triggers the
self-regulatory process. Hence a
learning process inherently becomes a
self evaluation process too.

At the same time it is to be born in
mind that the self evaluation process
is a subconscious or non-conscious
process within the individual which
cannot be observed and assessed by a
facilitator or a teacher with the help of
a set of tools. As already mentioned,
language acquisition is a biological
process, a process more or less similar
to the growth of a child. Everyone
knows that the child is growing.
Nevertheless, we do not have clear
indicators which will reveal to us the
quantum of growth that has taken
place between any two consecutive
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generates a discussion on the social
issue relevant to the unit with the
help of TLT (including IT supported
material)

•The reading material is introduced
allowing the learners to interact
with the content in such a way that
they can make intelligent
predictions on what they arte going
to read.

•Learners read the textual material
either individually or in groups and
with the support of the teacher.

•They undertake the task of
constructing a specific discourse

•Individual work

•Random presentation by a few
learners (Local Texts constructed by
the learners)

•Sharing in groups

•Presentation by groups

•The teacher’s presentation (TLT)

•Editing the work done by the
learners

Thematic editing

Syntactic editing

Morphological editing

Editing of punctuations and
spelling

•Self assessment by the learners

You have to evaluate the learners
during all the stages of classroom
process.
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The discourses constructed by the
learners may have certain errors in
them. These errors are to be eliminated
through editing. Editing has to be done
as a systematic process in the
classroom. There should be no forceful
intervention from the part of the
teacher. The process of editing has to
be designed in such a way that the felt
need of the learners for correction is
addressed. It has to be done at various
levels and through various steps in a
sequential fashion as detailed below.
There are various levels of editing such
as thematic, syntactic, morphological
and the editing of spelling and
punctuation. The following process is
suggested for editing:

1. Thematic editing: After the
presentation of the teacher’s version of
the targeted discourse, the teacher can
interact following:

‘There are a few points in my
presentation that have not appeared in
your write-ups or presentations. What
are those points?

This helps the learners to introspect on
what they had worked out by
comparing their products with that of
the teacher. The teacher may prompt
their introspection and elicit the
missing points. The learners
incorporate these ideas also in their
write-ups.

2. Syntactic editing:  The teacher edits
only one of the group products. To
begin with the errors related to
sentence structure are considered.
There are three possible kinds of
syntactic errors.  These are:

•Excess words (e.g. This is a Nisha.)

•Missing words (e.g. The book is the
table)

•Wrong word order (e.g. The boy
apples ate.)

•She identifies the sentence with a
wrong word order and poses the
following question: There is a
problem with the word order of this
sentence. What changes would you
like to make?

•In the case of a missing word, the
teacher underlines the part of the
sentence where the word is missing
and asks, ‘There is a word missing
here. Can you supply the missing
word?’

•If it is a case of using excess word,
the question will be: ‘There is an
excess word used here. Can you
identify it?’

After asking these questions the
teacher may wait for some time. Most
probably some learners may come out
with their suggestions. If there is no
response from the learners it is better

Chapter VIII

ON EDITING - CORRECTION OF LEARNER ERRORS
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to keep the issue aside for the time
being. Suggesting corrections and
giving explanations on grammaticality
will not be advisable because these will
contribute to learning language facts
consciously and will not facilitate
language acquisition, which is a non-
conscious process.

While dealing with syntactic editing
other categories of errors are not to be
entertained.

3. Morphological editing: After
addressing the syntactic errors the
teacher focuses on errors related to
morphology. There is a wide range of
errors under this category.

i. Wrong Tense form: There are two
tenses in English: the present and the
past. The learner may confuse between
the two and use present tense in the
place of past tense and vice versa. For
example, consider the sentence, “The
boy sleeps yesterday. The teacher has
to underline the verb which is not in
the proper form and ask, ‘This word is
not in the proper form in this sentence.
Do you want to change it?’ If there is
no response from the learners, the
teacher can suggest the correct version,
‘Do you want to say, the boy slept
yesterday or the boy sleeps yesterday?’

ii. Aspectual Errors: There are two
aspects in English:

The Perfective (e.g. The boy has eaten a
whole chicken.)

The Progressive (e.g. The boy is
eating.)

If there are aspectual errors, (e.g. the
boy has eat, the boy is ate, etc.), the
teacher may underline the wrongly
represented words and invite
suggestions for refining the sentence.
In this case also, the teacher can
suggest the correct expressions.

iii. The Passive: The learners may
make errors with regard to passive
constructions (e.g. The chicken eaten
by the boy). The teacher has to invite
suggestions for refining the
expression. If  the children fail to come
out with their suggestions the correct
expression is to be supplied.

iv. Agreement: There are three kinds
of agreement: Agreement in terms of
Person, Number and Gender.

I has a pen (Person agreement
violated)

The boys is playing (Number
agreement is violated)

John loves herself (Gender agreement
violation)

In these cases also the teacher has to
sensitize the learners on the correct
expression.

v. Affixes:  There are prefixes and
suffixes. Together these are called
affixes.

Wrong prefix: eg. Jisha was worried
about her unability to swim. (inability)

Wrong suffix/ no suffix: eg. We want
to learn English quick. (quickly)

The teacher was shocked at his lazyity
(laziness).
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The TV is a good form of entertainness.
(entertainment)

In all these cases the teacher has to
supply the correct versions. Care must
be taken to avoid explicit teaching of
grammatical points. Also, grammatical
terminology (eg. noun, verb, past
tense, etc.) is to be avoided.

4. Spelling and Punctuation:
Punctuation errors may be addressed

negotiating with the learners. In the
case of spelling errors, it is better to tell
the learners to check the spelling at
home itself. They may seek the help of
others, or even consult a dictionary.

After editing one of the group
products, the teacher can assign the
remaining group products for editing
by the learners themselves. They can
do this in small groups.

Steps:

1. Thematic Editing:

The learners add missing ideas in their
write-ups and present their final
products for language editing.

2. Punctuation Editing:

Fixing the boundaries of a sentence:

Only the initial capitalization and the
final full stop/ question mark/
exclamation mark at the end of the
sentence need be addressed here. Thus
we fix the boundaries of each sentence
in the discourse. Other punctuation
marks may be edited along with or just
before spelling editing.

3. Syntactic Editing:

· Identify and eliminate excess
words

· Identify and supply missing
words

· Change word order

4. Morphological Editing:

Edit

· Wrong tense form

· Aspectual errors

· The passive

· Agreement

· Affixes

5. Editing of Spelling and Remaining
Punctuation Marks

CLASSROOM PROCESS OF EDITING
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This unit focuses on the issue ‘Lack of universal cohesive vision’. The sub issue
dealt with specifically here is the lack of love towards fellow beings.  The learner
is to be made aware of the following concepts addressed in this unit.

• experience the problems faced by  fellow beings as depicted in poems and
stories.

• develop a positive attitude towards fellow beings.
• develop love and affection for fellow beings.
• enable the students prepare write-ups, poems, narratives and  conversations
related to the issue.
The issue of ‘discrimination’ is dealt with through a number of discourses like
newspaper report, story and poem. A few  songs, papercrafts and some
vocabulary activities are also included in the extended reading section to
support and strengthen the classroom processes. The learners are also expected
to develop various language skills related to passivisation, word order, time
and tense, aspect, affixes and prepositions. However, these elements shall not
be transacted directly. Learners are to be made aware of the language elements
during the process of editing.
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•Do you like stories?
• Can you mention the names of some

stories, you have read or heard?
• I am going to tell you a new story.

The story of a girl. Her name is
Sujatha. Now, listen to the story.

Once Sujatha was mowing grass near
a pond. She was very close to the
forest. The sickle in her hand moved
fast, cutting the long grass. The grass
was taller than her.
The wind was making ripples on the
surface of the water in the pond.
Sujatha saw her reflection on the
water. The sun was setting.
Suddenly she saw a huge shadow
moving towards her.
‘Vow! What’s it?’
Sujatha looked around in
astonishment.
‘Oh! My God!’
A huge elephant!
It was a wild elephant with long
tusks and broad ears.
Sujatha was frightened. She stood
frozen. At arm’s length, the tusker
stood still.
‘Will it attack me?
Can I run away from here?
No. The elephant is very near to me.

It may catch me with its long trunk,
if I start to run.
What can I do now?’

What could Sujatha do now?
Will she run away?
Will the elephant attack her?
Introduce the text in the Coursebook -
‘Face to Face with an Elephant’.

Ask the learners to go through the
story.
Allow optimum time for reading.
Let them read it first individually,
then in groups and discuss.
Let them refer to the glossary given
in the Coursebook in case they find it
difficult to grasp the meaning of the
new words.
Let them interact in groups to
understand the passage. After reading
the passage lead the pupils to the task.

• Sujatha’s mother will be waiting
    for her.
• Will Sujatha tell her mother about

     the tusker ?
• What will her mother say?
• Will her mother scold her?

Interaction

Narrative

Interaction

       Process

Interaction
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• Write the conversation between
Sujatha and her mother.

Let the pupils write individually.
When three or four pupils have
completed the task, let them present it.
Group the pupils.
Let them refine their conversation.
Let all the members present their work
in the group.
Select the best initiation (beginning of
the conversation) from the group.
Let others respond to this initiation.
Select the best response.
Continue this strategy until the
dialogue is complete.
Let the groups present their work.
Present the teacher’s version.
Edit one of the group products.
Let them prepare a Big Book compiling
the group products.
Ask the learners to fill in the
self-assessment sheet.

Before presenting the next narrative, you
may ask certain questions like:
• What is Sujatha’s mother?
• Where do Sujatha and her mother
    live?
• Will her  mother allow her to go near
    the forest?

Now, I will tell you the next part of
the story.

Sujatha and her mother lived in a
village near the forest. Sujatha’s
father is not alive. He died several
years ago. They earned a living by
making mats out of the long grass
they cut. Sujatha would fetch long
grass for her mother to weave with.
Sujatha told her mother about the
elephant. Mother had warned her
many times not to go very near the
forest.
But now, Sujatha was not at all afraid
of the elephant. In fact, she wished
to meet the elephant often.
Next day also Sujatha went near the
forest to collect grass. After mowing
the grass she waited there expecting
the elephant.  She had kept with her
some bananas for the elephant.

•Will the elephant come again?
•What will Sujatha do?
Introduce the text ‘The Friendship’
given in the Coursebook.
Ask the pupils to read the passage.

•Sujatha has an intimate friend-an
elephant from the wild.
•She is very happy now, isn’t she?
She would sing and dance with her
friend. Now she is singing a song.

Interaction

Interaction

Narrative

Interaction

       Process
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•Let’s listen to her song.
•It is given in your Coursebook. Let’s
read it.
Let the pupils read the song -
‘My Elephant Thinks I’m Wonderful’.
Let the pupils sing with you.
Let them try different tunes for the song.
Help the pupils to understand the
rhythm.
Let them find out the meaning of new
words given in the glossary.

•The elephant and Sujatha have
become close friends. Do you have
any friends like this?
•An animal friend/ a pet?
•What’s its name?
 •What is its colour?
 •Does it understand what you speak?
 •Will it come to you when you call
     by its name?
Now, can you write about your close
friend?

Individual writing
Random presentation
Refinement in groups
Compiling the write-ups and releasing
the Big Book.
Now, present the following narrative
before going to the reading passage.

That night Sujatha couldn’t sleep.
Her sleep was troubled by the
thoughts about her  friend!
‘What shall I call him?
Sudarsan?  Sumithran?
Oh, no!
Sudhakaran?
No. I should call him Sudharman.
Ah, yes! It sounds nice.’
‘Sudharman… Sudharman.’
Sujatha repeated the name.
‘A nice name. It suits him well. I will
call him Sudharman,’ she decided.
She  started to the forest early the
next morning. The elephant came out
to meet her.
‘Oh! My dear. I’ve got a name for you.
Sudharman. Don’t you like it?’
Sujatha asked him.
The elephant could not understand
anything. Yet it was happy.
It has got  a new friend!
Thereafter, they became intimate
friends. They met everyday. They
played for hours on end.
Sujatha kept on talking to
Sudharman while they were moving
about in the forest.
Gradually, Sudharman was able to
understand what she spoke. Though
he couldn’t speak, he responded to

Interaction

Narrative

       Process
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her by noding his head and fanning
his ears.

•Sujatha named her elephant,
Sudharman. Do you like the name?
•Do you want to know the rest of the
story? Let’s see what happened next.
Now, you can read the passage
‘The Disappointment’ from your
Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.

•Sudharman could not meet Sujatha
that day. What will he do now?
•Will he go to Sujatha’s house to
meet her?
•Does he know where her house is?
Read the passage ‘The Destruction’
from your Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.
Discuss the questions given in this
section of the  Coursebook.
Present the following narrative before
asking the pupils to attempt the task.

‘We are in great trouble. The elephant
will come again and destroy the
whole crops. We have to protect our
crops. Fortunately, Pappanar has

come here. He is very clever in
trapping elephants. He will tell us
how to trap elephant,’ Ramdas, the
village mooppan said.
Sujatha looked at Pappanar.
He was an old man with a large
moustache.
His eyes were red.
‘Sir,’ Pappanar started, ‘we can’t
make him run away. We can trap him
easily. We’ll dig a deep pit and trap
him in.’
Everybody clapped.
‘That’s nice! We’ll catch the elephant
alive. We’ll tame him. Our village
will have a tamed elephant,’ Ramdas
said.
Everybody offered their help to
Pappanar.

• What are the villagers planning to
do?
• Will Sudharman be trapped?
• Sujatha knows the villagers’ plan.
Will she tell Sudharman about it?
• How will she meet him?

Individual attempt
Random presentation
Refining in groups
Presentation of the groups
Presentation of the teacher’s version
Editing

Interaction

Interaction

Narrative

Interaction

       Process
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You may use the following as teacher’s
version or prepare another one.

My God!
The villagers have decided to trap
Sudharman. How can I tell him about
it? It is already late. Night is very
near. I cannot meet Sudharman
today. If he comes tonight, he will fall
in the trap. My God! I can only pray
you to help him.

•The villagers have decided to trap
Sudharman.
What are their plans?
•How will they trap Sudharman?
•Read the passage ‘The Trap’ given
in your Coursebook.
Discuss the question given at the end of
the passage.
Let the pupils write their views.
Follow the process of writing.

•You have seen how Pappanar and
his friends are planning to trap
Sudharman. Where is Sujatha now?

I shall tell you about her.
Present the following narrative.

Sujatha went back home. She felt
very sad. At night, she went to bed
early. She even forgot to have her
supper. Her dear friend Sudharman
is in danger. She lay on the mat with
her eyes shut. But she couldn’t sleep.
She feared that Sudharman might
fall into the pit. Her ears pricked up
for the trumpeting of an elephant.
‘Oh God! Please save Sudharman. If
Sudharman is safe tonight,
tomorrow morning I can tell him
about the trap.’
She couldn’t get even a wink of sleep
till late in the night. She woke up
suddenly hearing a loud noise.
‘What’s that?’ she thought.

What might be the sound that Sujatha
heard?
Ask the pupils to read the passage
‘Anxious Moments’ from their
Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.
Describing the pictures
Lead the pupils to the pictures given  in
the next page.
Let them describe the pictures in their
own words.
Follow the process of writing.
Let the pupils fill in the self-assessment
sheet on description.

Interaction

Narrative

Interaction

Interaction
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•Sudharman has been trapped. His
close friend, Sujatha was watching all
this. Won’t she try to save him?
•She is a little girl. How can she save
Sudharman?
I’ll tell you her plans.
Present the following narrative.

Sujatha could not sleep that night.
She buried her face in her palms and
wept bitterly. She could hear her
mother snoring.
Sujatha slowly got up.
It was past midnight.
She took the knife that she had kept
safe under her mat.
She opened the door quietly and
went outside.
It was all dark. Sujatha could not see
anything. Still she moved forward.
Somehow she managed to get near
the place where Sudharman was
trapped.
She saw Sudharman tied up to a tree
with strong ropes.
He seemed to be waiting for Sujatha.

•Sujatha went near Sudharman.
•Can Sujatha save Sudharman?

•How will she save the elephant?
Lead the pupils to the reading passage
‘The Escape’.
Follow the process of reading.
After reading, let the pupils fill in the
self -assessment sheet.

•Sujatha cut the ropes with a knife
and saved Sudharman. Have you
ever saved anyone from danger?
•If so, how?
•Imagine yourself in Sujatha’s place.
Then what would your thoughts be?
Ask the pupils to write their thoughts.
Follow the process of writing.
Before proceeding further, narrate the
following.

Sujatha cut the ropes and saved the
elephant. Ramdas, the village head
came to know this. He was very
angry. He decided to punish her.
‘Go away from this village. You
cannot live here. I will not allow you
to,’ he shouted.
Sujatha and her mother had to leave
the place. They went to a distant
village.
Sudharman visited the village  again.
He came there only to see Sujatha.
But he could not see her anywhere.
How could he?

Interaction

Narrative

Interaction

Interaction

Narrative
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He wanted to play with her.
He wanted to eat the bananas she
would give.
He wanted to chat with her.
He searched Sujatha everywhere.
He could not find her anywhere.
So he was angry and wild. He
attacked everybody he saw. He
destroyed everything on the way.
The villagers were in panic.

Ask the pupils to look at the picture on
page 21.

•What are the villagers doing?
•Sudharman has come to see Sujatha.
The villagers are attacking him.
What might Sujatha feel about the
incident?
Ask the pupils to write them down.
Follow the process of writing.

Sudharman was searching for
Sujatha. He visited all the villages.
One day, he came to the new place
where Sujatha and her mother were
living.
Sujatha heard the news of the wild
elephant.
‘It must be Sudharman,’ she thought.

‘Will he attack me too,’ she wondered.
And, then it happened. The elephant
came to that village. People shouted
and ran in fright. Sujatha knew that
Sudharman was searching for her.
‘I must meet him. It’s because of me
that he came out of the forest. He
came to this village to see me. I must
stop him from being wild,’ she
decided.
Sujatha ran to the spot. People tried
to stop her. She saw Sudharman
running after the people. Sujatha ran
after him.
‘Sudharman… Sudharman…. Stop.
Won’t you hear me? I’m Sujatha.
Sudharman… Sudharman…,’ she
cried aloud.

•Will Sudharman listen to her cries?
•Read the passage ‘Villagers Try to
Drive Away the Tusker’ from your
Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.
After reading, lead the pupils to the
extended activities.

Extended Activities

•Do you love your pet?
•What are its qualities?
•What would you do to please your
pet?
Here is a song, titled  ‘Chum’.

Interaction

Narrative

Interaction
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Read it.
•Do you like it?
Try to write poems or songs about
your pets.
Find out some other songs like this .
Read them too. Collect poems and
songs. Compile them and make a
collection of poems.

The Blind Men and the Elephant
Recall the story ‘The Blind Men and
the Elephant’.
The man who touched the elephant’s
leg said, ‘The elephant is like a pillar.’
What would the others say?
Try to write them.

Paper Craft
Let’s make an elephant.
Follow the instructions given in the
Coursebook.
Try to make other animals also.
Tell your friends how you made
them.

Word Web
Try to find out words to form pairs
like:
setting sun, rising sun etc.
Then try to write a few sentences
using these pairs.
Let the pupils go through the activities
given.

Editing
A passage is given for editing. The
errors can be classified into three
major areas

1. Syntactic Errors

This area includes cases of using
excess words or missing words and
that of wrong word order. The
following questions will help the
pupils.
a)Are there any excess words?
b)Are some words missing?
    (There was once king)
c) Do you want to change the word
order?

2. Morphological Errors.
 The errors in this area are confined
to the word. The form of the word is
to be changed or modified. Supply  the
correct form of the word.

3. Punctuation and spelling.
Children can use a dictionary.

Process
Let the pupils do the work individually.

Let them share the ideas in groups.

Finally, you can present the corrected
version of the passage given on a chart.

Let the pupils fill in the self-assessment
sheet.
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This unit focuses on the issues of eco-friendly urbanisation and industrialisation.
The subissue dealt with is the exploitation of nature endangering one’s own
existence. The learner is to be made aware of the following concepts addressed in
this unit.

• awareness on the consequences of urbanisation
• realise that the exploitation of environmental resources threatens our
  very existence

• experience the issue through stories, newsreports and poems.
While undergoing the classroom processes of this unit, the learners are expected
to create discourses related to the issues.
The issue is dealt with through a variety of discourses like news report, profile,
story, skit and poem. The learners are also expected to develop various
language skills related to passivisation, word order, time and tense, aspect,
affixes and prepositions. However, these elements shall not be transacted directly.
Learners are to be made aware of the language elements highlighted during the
process of editing.
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• How many friends have you?
• Who are they?
• Do you play with them?
• Are all your friends your neighbours?
• Who are your close friends?
• Now, we shall read a story of
friendship.
Ask the pupils to read the passage
‘The Friends’.

Before they proceed to the reading
passage ‘Heaven on Earth’, interact
with children using the following
questions.

•You have read about the friends,
haven’t you?
•Where do they live in?
•What is the name of their village?
•Is their village very beautiful?
 Read the passage ‘Heaven on Earth’.

Let the pupils read individually.
Let them share their ideas in groups.

Describing one’s own place

You may ask the following questions, to
interact.

•Do you like Kunnumpuram ?
•Do you like the place where you live
  in?
•What are the main attractions of
   your place?
•Describe your place in brief.

Individual writing
Random presentation
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Let the pulpils fill in the self-assessment
sheet.
After the task, lead the pupils to the poem
‘Barefoot Days’ from the extended
reading section in the Coursebook.

•Let’s come back to our friends.
  Where are they now?
•What are they doing? Now, I shall
tell you their story.

Emils Encounter with the Crab

‘Today, we shall catch crabs from the
brook,’ said Sunaina, the leader. She
was holding a green coconut leaflet.
‘But how can we? The crabs will not
come out of the rocks,’ Ravi said.
‘They will bite you with their pincers,’
Firoz added.
‘Come with me, you fools,’ said
Sunaina walking towards the brook.
The friends followed her.
When they reached the Njaval tree,
Diya sat in its shade.
‘I’m not coming with you,’ she said.
‘Let me sit here.’ She began thinking
about some poems.

Interaction

Interaction

       Process

Interaction

Narrative
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All the others reached the brook.
Sunaina sat on a rock near  the brook.
She took out a leaflet. There were
sardine heads in it. She took one and
tied it to the end of the coconut leaflet.
She dropped the fish head into the
water.
‘The crabs will come soon to bite the
fish head,’ she said.
Children were watching curiously.
Minutes passed. Nothing happened.
‘Where are the crabs?’ Emil asked
impatiently.
‘Shh…. Don’t make noise,’ Sunaina
said in a hushed up voice.

The friends continued waiting for
crabs to come.
‘No trace of them!’
Half an hour passed.
‘Move away from me. Your shadows
are falling in the water. That’s why
crabs are keping away,’ Sunaina said.
It was the command from the leader.
The friends moved away.

Indu, the calf was grazing on the grass.
Neha lay on a rock and enjoying the
fine sun.

Sunaina saw a big crab crawling
towards the fish head. She held the
coconut leaflet tight.

•Will they get the crab?
•What will they do with the crab?
Read  Emil’s Encounter with the
Crab, from the Coursebook.

Conversation between Diya and
Emil.
Sunaina was angry with Emil. Diya,
Emil’s sister was sitting under the tree.
Emil went to his sister.
What will he say to his sister?

Individual attempt.
Random presentation
Refining in groups
Presentation by the groups.
Presentation of the teacher’s version
Editing.
Ask the pupils to make a self-assessment
of the conversation they wrote.

•Do you like the ‘FRIENDS’?
•They have named their group.
What name have you given to your
group?
Ask the pupils to  names  their groups.

Diya the Poet

 ‘Come, let’s play cricket.’ Ravi heard
Firoz’s invitation.
Leaving the hunt for fish, Ravi walked
to the field.
The field lay before him like a wide
spreade  brown carpet.
There he met his friends.

Interaction
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All of them walked through the field.
It was recently ploughed. They ran
through the uneven earth. The small
blocks of soil got crushed under their
feet, raising dust.

Sreedharan, Ravi’s uncle was
ploughing  the other side of the field.
He made some strange noices as he
ploughed on.  The oxen moved as if
they understood what Sreedharan
was saying.

‘Where’re the stumps?’ asked
Sunaina.
‘They are with Firoz.’
‘Where’s Diya?’
‘That lass will be somewhere, may be
scribbling something.’

Sreedharan saw the children fixing
the cricket stumps in the field.
‘What are you upto?’ he asked.
‘Uncle, we are going to play a match,’
said Faizal.
‘Don’t play in this field,’ shouted
Sreedharan.
‘Go away from here,’ he said.
The children ran away from the field.

•Where are they going now?
•What are they going to do?

Let the pupils read ‘Diya the Poet’ from
their Coursebook.
Follow the process for reading.
Ask the pupils to make a  self-assessment
of their reading.

•Why did they look up to the sky?
•What did they see there?
Read the passage ‘A Delightful Sight’
from the  Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.

•The text says that their eyes gleamed
with hope. What is their hope?
•Have you thought of flying in an
aeroplane?
Let the pupils respond freely.

Picture story
Lead the pupils to the next part. It is a
picture story.
A part of the story is given. Ask pupils
to go through the pictures and complete
the story.

•What do you see in the picture?
•What is the calf doing?
•What might it say to the fox?
•What might the fox be thinking?
Follow the steps of writing like
individual writing, random presentation,
etc.

Developing a speech.

•What happened to Indu?
•Who saved her?
•What will the other friends do?

Interaction

Interaction

Interaction

Interaction

Interaction
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Read the passage ‘Neha, the Heroine’
and develop a speech congratulating her.
Follow the steps of writing.

•Let’s come back to the main story.
You can read  ‘The Helicopter’  from
your Coursebook.

•Who are they?
•What is the purpose of their visit?
You can read the newsreport given in
your Coursebook.

Now ask the learners to fill in the self-
assessment sheet on reading.

• Is it a happy news?
• Do you like to have an airport in
    your village?
• Will our ‘Friends’ be happy?
• Let’s listen to their story.

The Storm

Diya ran ran to her friends carrying
the newspaper. She wanted to convey
the news to all. She called her friends
together and read the news aloud.
‘Within a year aeroplanes will land on
our soil. We can touch them,’ she said.
‘I will get into it,’ said Emil.

They had many dreams.
They had seen aeroplanes flying up in
the sky and of course have dreamt of
seeing them closer.
Now, their dreams are going to be
true. They felt proud of themselves.
‘We will tell about it to all at school.’
‘We will invite our friends to see the
aerodrome.’
They kept on talking. ‘I will touch the
plane. I think I will walk into it. The
airport is so near to my house,’ boasted
Emil.

• The friends are happy, aren’t they?
• Will the friends be able to ‘touch’ a
    plane?
• Listen to the story.

Continue the narrative...

The friends climbed on the Njaval tree.
‘I am the pilot,’ said Ravi. He
pretended that he was flying an
aircraft. Others also took the roles of
airhostesses, co-pilots and the other
crew of the plane. Neha was the only
passenger on board. Indu was
watching  all the game standing under
the tree.
‘ Look a police jeep!’ Firoz pointed to
a distance.
They saw a police jeep heading
towards their place.
‘Why is the police  coming to our
place?’ asked Sunaina.
‘Come let’s go and see,’ she said.
All the children got down and ran to
the spot.

Interaction

Interaction

Interaction

Interaction
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The villagers gathered around the jeep.
A policeman jumped out of the jeep.
‘You all must leave the place within a
week,’ he said.
‘Why?’ asked a villager.
 ‘Didn’t you know? This place has been
acquired to build an airport.’
‘Acquired? What does it mean?’ asked
Ravi’s father.
‘My dear man, you will be given a fair
amount of money as the price of your
land. You can go somewhere else and
buy a house there,’ a man in the jeep
said.
 ‘Does it mean that we must leave our
place?’  a villager asked.
‘Yes,’ said the policeman.
The jeep left the place.  Soon the sky
became cloudy.

•Is it going to rain?
•Read the passage ‘The Storm’ from
your Coursebook, to know what
happened next.
Follow the process of reading.

Ravi woke up and was looking at the
roof. He heard somebody talking to his
father. Ravi got up and went to the
veranda. There, he saw the man
standing near the cowshed. He had a
large moustache, but no shirt. He had
a towel on his shoulders. It looked
brown due to dust and dirt. He was
tying a knot with a small rope. He

then made a loop at one end of the
rope. ‘Come here, you little calf,’ he
said to Indu.
He put the loop around Indu’s neck.
Indu shook her neck because of
displeasure.
The man tightened the rope.
‘I’m taking her away,’ the man said.
He dragged Indu, pulling the rope.
Indu hesitated to move.
The calf looked at Ravi and gave a cry
of pain.
‘Where is he taking our Indu, father?’
Ravi asked.
‘We can’t take Indu with us,’ the father
replied.
‘Where are we going?’ asked Ravi
anxiously.
‘Didn’t you read it in the newspapers
that they are going to build an
aerodrome here?’ asked Ramu.
‘Why should we move from here?’
‘They are building it here, on our soil.’
Ravi desperately looked at Indu.
She stopped and mooed.
The man took Indu away.

•There are only six friends now. One
of them has gone away.
•It was the last day on their own land,
once again they gathered near the
elephant rock.
•What will they say each other?

Read the skit  titled ‘We shall Meet
Again’given in your Coursebook.

Follow the process of reading.

Interaction

Narrative
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•Hope you have read the skit.
•Do you like their song?
•Try adding lines to the song.

Sing the song two or three times.
Let them sing it in groups.
Let them add a few lines individually.
Random presentation.
Refinement in groups and present it.
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Editing the song.
Publishing the songs in the Big Book.

•What happened then?
•Read the passage ‘Take off’ from the
Coursebook.

Extended reading

The Months
The passage ‘Heaven on Earth‘tells
you about some seasonal changes. The
poem, ‘The Months’ also describes
seasonal changes. Let the children
read  and enjoy the poem.

Extended activities

Description
 What makes a description attractive?
A description may take care of the five

senses. Some examples are given. Let
children find out similar expressions
and write them down.

 Great sayings
Let the pupils collect or construct
various sayings. Give chances for
them to identify the rhythm in them.

 Editing
A passage is given for editing. The
errors can be classified into three
major areas.

1. Syntactic Errors

This area includes cases of using
excess words or missing words and
that of wrong word order. The
following questions will help the
pupils.
a)Are there any excess words?
b)Are some words missing?
    (There was once king)
c) Do you want to change the word
order?

2. Morphological Errors.
 The errors in this area are confined
to the word. The form of the word is
to be changed or modified. Supply  the
correct form of the word.

3. Punctuation and spelling.
Children can make use of a dictionary.

Interaction

       Process

Interaction
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This unit focuses on the issues of ‘marginilisation’. The sub issue dealt with
specifically here is the discrimination and exploitation in the society. The learner
is to be made aware of the following values and concepts  addressed in this
unit.

• observe and discuss the discriminations in one’s own surroundings and
  share it with others.

• read stories, narratives  etc.
• sensitise the discriminations against people.
• prepare conversations, diaries, letters, skits related to the issue.
The issue  is dealt with through a variety of discourses like story, skit  and
poem. Three extended vocabulary activities are given to support and
strengthen the classroom processes. The learners are also expected to
develop various language skills related to passivisation, word order, time
and tense, aspect, affixes and prepositions. However, these elements shall
not be transacted directly. Learners are to be made aware of the language
elements during the process of editing.

Unit 3
Children with Strong Will
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Introduce the picture given in the
Coursebook. Discuss the questions given
there.

•How do you come to school?
•Have you ever faced problems in
your bus journey?
•Dear learners, here is the story of the
experience of children during their
bus journey.

A Shock
It’s  4 o’ clock in the evening. Children
rushed out through the narrow school
gate, raising dust in the air. Outside
the school ground, the traffic was
growing. Anjali tucked her books into
her bag and ran out of her class. Her
eyes were searching for her little
sister, Arathi, studying in 1st standard.
She saw her sister on the veranda.
‘Arathi... come fast. Give me the bag.
I’ll carry it.’
They hurried towards the bus stop.
‘Oh, God! A big crowd as usual,’
Anjali thought.
‘Arathi, our bus is coming.’
The bus stopped a little away from the
bus-bay with a screech. All the
children rushed towards the bus.
Carrying the heavy bags on her
shoulders and holding Arathi’s hand,
Anjali struggled hard to reach the bus.

‘A few... only a few... others keep back,
away I say,’ the conductor shouted.
‘Don’t push me,’ Arathi pleaded.
‘Hurry up, Arathi. We’ll miss the bus.’
Anjali helped her little sister  get into
the bus.
Enough... enough... Others move
away.’ The conductor closed the door.
‘Right...’

‘The bus suddenly moved on. Anjali
could not board the bus.

‘Hey, stop! Stop... my sister...’

•Will the bus stop?
•What will Anjali do now?
Elicit responses.
Introduce the reading passage,
‘A Shock’ given in the Coursebook.

Let the pupils read the passage
individually.
Let them share their ideas in group.
Facilitate reading in each group.
Present the reading passage with proper
voice modulation and gestures.

•Children, what would be Anjali
thinking now?
Ask the learners to write Anjali’s
thoughts.

Interaction
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Individual writing
Random presentation
Sharing in group
Presentation of group products.
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Editing
Let the pupils fill in the self-assessment
given in the Coursebook.

Where is Arathi now?
Has she reached home? Let’s see.

Help at Last
Arathi’s mother came out of the
house. She could see black clouds
gathering in the sky. The whistling
wind annoyed her.
‘It may rain right now.’
She stepped out to collect the washed
clothes. She saw Babu coming in,
opening the gate. Arathy was with
him.
‘Amma….’ Arathi began to cry aloud.
‘What happened? Where is Anjali?
Why are you crying? Tell me, what
happened?’ Mother became anxious.
Her voice trembled.

‘Hi, don’t worry. Nothing has
happened to Anjali. She will be here
soon,’ Babu consoled her.
‘Oh, God! Tell me where she is.’
Babu told her what had happened.
Birds have started flying back to their
nests. The clouds were getting darker
and darker. A heavy wind swayed the
trees vigorously. The window panes
banged in the wind. Lightning and
thunder frightened her.

•Can you guess what happened in the
bus?
•How did Babu help Arathi?
Ask the learners to read the passage
‘Help at Last’ given in the Coursebook.

•Where is Anjali now?
•Did she reach home?
•Let’s see.

Present the following narrative before
asking the pupils to write the
description.

Another bus arrived at the bus stop.
Anjali wiped her tears and got into the
bus.
‘Poor, Arathi! She has no money to  get
the  ticket. What will the conductor

Interaction
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say? Will she reach home safely? Oh,
God!  Will somebody help her?
Anjali  bought her ticket. She was
eager to reach home. She was the first
to get down at the bus stop.
Anjali ran towards the house....
She saw Arathi standing near her
mother.
‘Thank God! Arathi has reached home
safely.’
‘Arathi….’
Anjali ran towards her sister.
In the evening father came home.
‘Anjali, I met Babu on the way. He told
me about the incident in the bus. What
happened  today?’ father asked Anjali.
She  described the incident in detail.
How would Anjali describe the events
to her father?
Ask the pupils to write the description.

Individual writing
Random presentation
Sharing in groups
Presentation by the groups.
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Editing.
Filling up the self-assessment.
You may use the following as the
teacher’s version or prepare a better one.

The incident
The bus was over-crowded. Arathy
got into the bus. But the bus

conductor did not allow me to board
the bus.The bus left leaving me and
some other children at the bus stop.
Arathy had no money with her. I ran
after the bus but it didn’t stop.
I got into the next bus and reached
home.

•You have listened to Anjali’s
experience. Did you have any such
experience in your life?
•Try to share your experience?
Let a few of them share their experiences.

My Tree
‘Why do people behave like this?’
Anjali’s mother wondered.
‘People are of different types,’ father
said. ‘But we have to fight for our
rights.’
‘Fight?’ asked Anjali
‘See this,’ father said her taking out a
magazine from the shelf and giving it
to Anjali.
‘Here’s an article, ‘My Tree’. It tells us
the story of a fight undertaken by Julia
Butterfly Hill, a young nature activist.’
Anjali started reading the article.

•Children, do you want to read that
article?

       Process
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Now, read ‘My Tree’ given in the
Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.
Then ask the pupils to read the passage,
‘The Decision’given in the Coursebook.

Ask the pupils to write the petition
thereafter.

Individual writing
Random presentation
Sharing in groups
Group presentation
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Editing

•Children, Anjali is firm in her
decision. What will she do?
Let’s see.

In Search of Justice
The next day.
Anjali and her friends were waiting
at the bus stop. Two buses stopped
there. The children didn’t board the
buses. They were waiting for the bus
that didn’t allow Anjalito get in.

After a few  minutes the bus appeared
at some distance. It screeched to a halt
at the busstop. Anjali helped her sister
to get in. All her friends got in.
‘Move forward… move to the front,’
the conductor shouted and pushed
them forcefully from behind.
Anjali lost her balance and tumbled
down. Her hand hit on the floor of the
bus. ‘Hoo... my hand,’ she cried out.
Getting up, she stared angrily at the
conductor. Her face reddened.
‘Don’t be so harsh to the passengers.
Yesterday you didn’t allow me to get
in. My little sister had to suffer a lot.’
‘Passengers...  You just pay fifty paise
and occupy seats! What will you do if
we don’t take you in?’ The conductor
mocked at her.
‘You’ll have to suffer a lot for that,’
she said firmly.
‘Then, do what you can,’ the conductor
challenged.
The bus reached near the market
place.
‘Stop the bus. We want to get off here,’
Anjali said aloud.
The bus stopped.
Anjali and her friends got down.
‘Where are they going?’ the conductor
asked aloud.

•Where are the children going?
•What might have happened then?

       Process
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Introduce the reading passage ‘In Search
of Justice’ given in the Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.

•What will the children tell the Sub
Inspector of police?
• Can you guess the conversation
between Anjali and the Inspector?
Ask the learners to write down the
conversation.

Let them write individually.
Random presentation.
Let them share their ideas in pairs/
groups.
Role play by the pairs (random)
Presentation of the groups.
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Editing

The Plan
Anjali told the Sub Inspector what had
happened the previous day. The
Inspector stretched back on his chair
and listened carefully.
‘Well!’ he said. ‘You are but small
children. Don’t expect that you will
always get seats in the bus. You know,
most of the buses are over-crowded.’

‘We have no complaint for not getting
seats. We  don’t mind standing in the
bus.’
‘Then, what is your problem?’
We must get a fair treatment from bus
conductors. They should not
misbehave to us only because of being
small children.’
‘That’s true. If anyone has misbehaved
to you, give me a written complaint,’
the Inspector said.
‘Sir, we have a written complaint with
us,’ Anjali said. She handed over the
complaint to the Sub Inspector.
‘I will look into the matter,’ said the
Inspector in a casual tone. ‘You may
now go.’
Children didnot like the tone of the
Inspector. As there was no point in
waiting further, they left the police
station.

•Do you think the Inspector will take
any action against the bus conductor?
•What will the Inspector do now?
•If the children don’t get justice from
the police what will they do?
•Will other students join them for
fighting against this injustice?

The news spread across like wild fire.
During interval many children came

Interaction
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to 6B. Anjali was sitting in the class.
They enquired her about the incident.
Remya came running and pulled
Anjali’s hand.
What happened to you?’
‘Do you know the incident?’ Jameela
asked. ‘Anjali was pushed down in the
bus by the conductor.’
‘This always happens. Nobody
protests,’ Remya commented.
Rahul, the school leader came to the
class.
‘Hi, Rahul, see this, what a school
leader you are!’
Remya laughed at him.
‘I know...’ said  Rahul.
‘We are helpless. What shall we do?
We are children,’ Zuhra commented.
‘Don’t say like that. We, children can
do many things,’ Anjali reacted.
‘I have complained to the police.’
‘I know. But that may not be enough,’
Rahul commented.

•Will Rahul take up the challenge?
How?
•Can you guess, how will they solve
the problem?
Introduce the reading passage, ‘The
Plan’ given in the Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.

•Children, can you guess what would
be the poster?
Ask the learners to write the posters.

Individual writing
Random presentation
Sharing in groups
Group presentation
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Editing

•How did the public react to it?
•Would you like to know, what
happened in the evening?

Exercising Their Rights
‘Arathi, our friends have reached the
bus stand,’ Anjali said.
‘Hold my hand tightly. The place is too
crowded.’
‘See, our bus is there. Come fast, let us
get into the bus.’
They reached the front door of the
bus!
‘Hey, no... no.... Not now!’
The cleaner closed the door. The
children rushed into the bus through

Interaction
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the back door. They occupied the front
seats.
‘How dare you get in? Get down from
the bus,’ the conductor shouted.
His harsh voice echoed in the bus. He
was trembling with anger.
Arathi looked at the conductor
fearfully. She moved close to Anjali.
‘Don’t be afraid,’ Anjali patted Arathi.
‘I say, get down from the bus.’
‘No, we won’t.’
‘This is our right,’ Anjali said firmly.
‘Get down,  get down!’  The conductor
pushed them out.

•What did Anjali do then?
•Did anybody help her?
•What happened next?
Elicit responses.
Children, let’s see what happened
next.
Introduce the reading passage,
‘Exercising Their Rights’ given in the
Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.
Lead the pupils to the extended reading
section titled: ‘Children’s Rights’.

•Why didn’t the policeman help them?
•What will Anjali do then?

Elicit responses.
•Can you write what happened next?

Ask the pupils to write down the next
part of the story.

Fixing the events by consulting with the
pupils.
Blow up the first event.
Distributing other events to pupils.
Pupils with the same events form groups
and share their write-ups.
Presentation of the group product.
Editing.
Ask the learners to fill up the self-
assessment given in the Coursebook.

•What happened next?
Let’s see.

The Repentance
Anjali’s eyes were filled with tears.
Her face became pale. She caught hold
of Arathi’s hand tightly and moved
forward.
‘Excuse me, Sir. May I know your
name, please?’

Interaction
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She took out a piece of paper from her
bag.
‘What for?’
Furious eyes of the policeman turned
towards her.
‘See, chechi, his name is tagged on his
pocket.’ Arathi whispered in Anjali’s
ear. ‘Kunjikannan.’
Anjali scribbled his name and number
on the paper.
The policeman smelt something
wrong. He thought for a while.
‘Oh! What to do now? People are
watching the scene.’
Suddenly he changed his attitude.
‘Hi…conductor, open the door. Let the
children get into the bus.’
All the children clapped and whistled.
They rushed into the bus.

•Why did the policeman change his
attitude?
•How will the people react to this?

Many passengers got into the bus. The
bus was fully packed.
‘Hi, driver, start the bus. Is it not
going?’ someone enquired.
‘No ... no .... We are not going. We ‘ve
cancelled this trip today,’ the
conductor replied angrily.
‘Cancelled the trip?  What nonsense!’

People began to murmur. Soon the
murmurs turned into shouting and
howling. The conductors and drivers
of other buses also came there.
Just then a police jeep came. The Sub-
Inspector got down.
‘What’s the problem?’ he enquired.
‘They say they have cancelled the trip,’
somebody told him. He called the
conductor.
‘Why have you cancelled the trip?’
‘Sir, all seats are occupied by the
school children. The other passengers
won’t get seats. See the rush.’
‘So what…? It is their right…. Look
conductor, you must continue the trip.
Otherwise , I will have to take action.’
Reluctantly, the conductor asked the
driver to move the bus.
The bus moved. Many passengers did
not get seats to sit. Some were old,
some ladies with babies in their hands.
Anjali noticed a lady standing with a
baby in her hand.
‘Chechi, please come. You can sit here.’
She stood up and offered her seat to
the lady. Her friends were watching
this. Some of them also stood up and
offered their seats to the elders.
The conductor was watching all this.
Anjali was struggling hard to get some
place in the bus. Many people got
down and some others got in from
various stops. But the conductor was
not much caring about anything. His
mind was elsewhere. He was thinking
about Anjali. He looked at her every
now and then.

Interaction
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What could be his thoughts?
Introduce the reading passage ‘The
Repentance’ given in the Coursebook.
Follow the process reading.

Editing

I. Syntactic errors:
A. Missing word
 I  going to the school.
The given sentence is in present
progressive form. The auxiliary verb
was is missing.
B. Excess word
 ..., an autorickshaw was came on my
way.
In the second part of the sentence, the
word was is not necessary.
II.  Morphological errors
When I was cross the road, ...
-ing of the progressive aspect is
missing (was crossing)
Still the autorickshaw hit on the
cycle front wheel.
The possessive  marker -’s is miss-
ing (cycle’s).

I lost my balance and fall on the
road.
The form of the verb fall is to be
changed into fell.
A old man helped me to stand on my
feet.
The form of the word a is to be changed
into an (An old man).
III. Punctuation errors
 will it hit the cycle.
The fullstop (.) is to be changed into
the question mark (?).
will ...
The capital letter W is to be used in
will....
The Driver applied sudden brake.
... Driver... The small letter d is to used
in ...Driver ... (driver).
My books and the lunch box were
scattered on the road.
This sentence should end with a
fullstop (.).
They helped me to reach the School in
the same autorickshaw.
... School ... small letter s is needed in
... School... (school).
• Let the pupils read the poems given in
the extended reading section.
• Then, also lead the pupils to the
extended activities section.

Interaction
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This unit focuses on the issues of lack of universal cohesive vision. The sub issue
dealt with specifically here is the lack of love towards fellow beings.  The learner
is to be made aware of the following values and concepts addressed in this unit.

• experience the love that animals show to their masters.
• read stories, poems etc. showing love and concern to fellow beings.
• develope the attitude of considering and caring fellow beings
• prepare posters, diaries, letters, skits related to the issue.
The issue  is dealt with through a variety of discourses like story, skit  and
poem. Three extended vocabulary activities are given to support and
strengthen the classroom processes. The learners are also expected to develop
various language skills related to passivisation, word order, time and tense,
aspect, affixes and prepositions. However, these elements shall not be transacted
directly. Learners are to be made aware of the language elements during the process
of editing.

Unit 4
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Father Returns
Chubari was our horse. When Father
rode him, people would come out of
their houses to watch the scene. The
dogs in the streets would chase
Chubari. But, they couldn’t even touch
his tail. Barking angrily, they would
stop running.
We, children, would wait for Chubari,
in front of our house. We would give
him a loaf of bread or a piece of sugar
cane. He would take it carefully from
our hand. Never did he bite our hands.
In the middle of summer, Father went
to Vernia on Chubari. He had carried
sufficient amount of food with him.
The journey was through the
mountains. He went there to attend a
meeting of forest officers.
One month passed. Father didn’t
come back.
Night.
Thunder roared.
I suddenly woke up. Rain was
battering on the window panes.
Thunder banged above our house. I
wondered whether people would die
in their bed in thunder and lightening
like this.
Everyone was awake. We didn’t talk
to each other. We saw each others pale
faces in the occasional lightening that
whitened our room.

When the storm subsided we heard
someone talking from the next room.
We listened attentively to the sound.

•Who would be talking in the next
room at that night?

•Did something happen to them?

Ask the learners to read the passage
‘Father Returns’ from the Coursebook.
Let the pupils to answer the questions
given at the end of the passage.
Let the learners fill in the self -assessment
on reading.

•The children are not happy.
What will they discuss in their room?
Let the learners read ‘The Discussion’
from their Coursebook.

 Welcome Chubari
The next day was calm. The sun came
up throwing soft light on the trees.
The earth was wet and cold.
We went to the stable to see Chubari.
Chubari was not there.
There was a frail horse in its place.
‘Where is Chubari?’ we asked in one
voice.
An old man came to the stable.

Narrative

Interaction

Interaction

Narrative
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‘Are you well, children?’ he asked.
‘Whose horse is this? Yours?’  I asked.
‘Yes. It’s mine. You like it?’
‘Where is Chubari?’
‘Chubari! Oh, he’s dead.’
We were shocked to hear that.
Our Chubari died. We couldn’t believe
that.

Later Mother told us the story.
After the forest officers’ meeting,
Father decided to take a short-cut
through the forest. The way was
rough. He had to climb a huge
mountain.
At dusk he reached the top of the
mountain. He spent that night with
the shepherds who came to feed their
sheep.
Before dawn he resumed his journey.
The journey was difficult. At times the
way ended suddenly.
Father had to find another way.
Chubari would stand there, not
knowing where to go. From under his
hoofs, pebbles rolled down.
The way was not suitable for a big
horse like Chubari.
At noon Father and Chubari reached
a mountain range. The place was
covered with white snow. They
continued their journey. Chubari
stumbled down several times bruising
his knees. His legs shivered as he
walked.

Dark clouds hid the sun. The wind
groaned and ran between the
mountains. The groaning of the wind
suddenly transformed into a roar.
Chubari stopped suddenly. Chubari’s
eyes became larger.
He had sensed a danger.
There was a wide crack in the rock.
One cannot see it.
It was filled with snow. If we stepped
into that we would go deep down.
Down into the foamy snow.
In no time one would die as the snow
covers him up.
Father pulled the rein. Chubari didn’t
move. Father whipped Chubari.
Chubari whined but did not move.
Father whipped him again and again.
At last Chubari raised his fore legs
and with all his strength galloped
forward. But his forelegs went deep
into the snow in the crack.
He tried to free himself by jumping.
This time his hind legs too sank in the
snow. He jolted his body and threw
Father in a frantic effort to save from
the trap. Father fell down a distance
away from the horse, safely.
He knew that Chubari was saving
him.  Chubari glided down in the snow
towards the valley. Some villagers
spotted Father the next day and they
brought him here.
We will not talk to Father anymore,
declared Natasha.
‘Why?’ mom asked.
‘He is responsible for Chubari’s death’
Natasha sobbed.
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Mother took her and seated her on her
lap.
‘My dear child, my dear child!’ Mother
also sobbed.

•Do you think that Father is
responsible for Chubari’s ill fate?

•Why do you say so?

Narrative continues…
The next day a Kirgiz forester came
to our home.
He brought us good news.
‘Chubari is alive,’ he said.
We jumped out of joy. Father was
happy. He too was eager to see
Chubari.
We planned to welcome Chubari.

•What will be the children’s plan?
•How are they going to welcome

Chubari?
Ask the learners to read the passage
‘Welcome Chubari’ to find out the
children’s plan.
Let the learners read the passage
individually.
Then, let them share the idea in groups.
Ask the learners to prepare the posters
that the children in the story would have
prepared.

Follow the usual process while making
the learners attempt any discourse.
Features of the Poster to be
discussed.
o Catchy title
o The’ When, Where, and How’ of the
   programme.
o Statement of Invitation.
o Layout
o
You may use the version of the poster
given below as a ‘teacher’s version’ or
prepare a better one for your
presentation.

VILLAGE WELCOMES CHUBARI
A warm welcome to the bravest

horse in our village.
 Chubari, our horse saved our Father

from the danger hiding in the
mountains.

He comes back to our home
tomorrow the 14th October, 1956.

ALL ARE WELCOME
Natasha, Yulia, Sonya and Vanya.

Chubari is Back
Children in the village gathered
around our house.
They were eager to see Chubari. But,
Chubari was not there.

Interaction

Interaction

Narrative
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Chubari was in the next village.
‘Why can’t we go there in a procession
and welcome him?’
It was Yulia’s idea.
‘That’s nice! We will go there. But you
must take your water bottles,’ Sonya
said to the boys.
‘Why?’  someone asked.
‘We will have to walk a long way.
We can drink clean water,’ Sonya
explained.
We walked all the four kilometers to
the next village, singing.
We stopped when we saw a horse of a
chariot. But we could not find
Chubari, our hero.
We all opened our water bottles and
drank water.
We were not thirsty but we pretended
to be.
All of us returned sadly.
Reaching home, we ran to Mother.
‘Mom, our Chubari may not come
today,’ Yulia shouted.
‘Chubari has already reached home,’
Mom said.
‘Where?’
‘He is in the stable.’
We ran to the stable. All the boys
living around our house followed.
The door was closed.
We could not move the latch as we
were in haste.
We pushed and pulled each other.

‘I will open the door.’
‘Not like that!’
‘Wait, I will do that.’
At last we opened the door.

•What did the children see there?
•Will they be happy?
•What will they do now?

Ask the learners to read the passage
‘Chubari is Back’ from their Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.
Encourage the learners to look up the
glossary for the meanings of words.
Ask the learners to write their ideas
about the children’s love towards
Chubari.
Let them fill in the self-assessment sheet
on writing.

Wild Mares Running (Poem)
That night Natasha had a dream. She
saw healthy mares running by a pool.
 Ask the learners to read the poem ‘Wild
Mares Running’ from their Coursebook.
The poem given in the Coursebook is for
mere enjoyment.
Hence, no activities are given based on
the poem. You could check the learners’
understanding by giving simple tasks
based on the poem.

Interaction

Interaction
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What are the tasks that we could give to
the learners?
The learners could be asked to find out
the descriptive words, action words etc.
Questions like the following can be asked:
•What do the expressions ‘the breast
of crimson hill’, ‘close of the day’ refer
to?
(Perhaps they refer to valley and evening
respectively.)
•What are the words used to describe
the mares in the second stanza?
(Feet stamping, eyes glowing, arching
their shining necks, manes flowing.)
•Do we use the word ‘flow’ in
connection with manes?
(The verb ‘flow’ is associated with
‘water’; in the poem it gives the effect of
‘flowing water’ to the ‘manes’ i.e. the
manes of the mares flow like water.)
•What is the significance of the
expression ‘their light feet stamping’?
(The feet of the mares occasionally touch
the earth as they leap all the time.)
•Why did the poet want to recapture
‘that lovely hour’?

Love can do Wonders
Father came home that evening.
‘Did our children meet Chubari?’ he
asked.
Mother told him everything.

That evening Mom and Dad had a
long talk about Chubari.
We ran to the room where Father and
Mother were sitting. The door of the
room was closed. We all gathered in
front of the door and pressed our ears
against it to overhear their
conversation.
‘We’ll sell him to someone,’ we heard
Father saying.
‘No, I won’t allow that,’ Mother said.
‘Be sensible. He cannot be our old
Chubari. He’ll only die.’
‘If he dies let him die here. I won’t
allow selling him.’
‘For my job I need a good horse. Not a
frail horse like this,’ Father said.
‘Why don’t you buy another horse?
Give this horse to the children,’
Mother suggested, ‘They love him
very much.’
Sonya clapped her hands.
‘How nice our Mom is!’
She pushed the door in excitement.
The door opened and all of us fell into
the room.

•What may have happened then?
•Will Father allow the children to look
   after Chubari?
Let the learners read the passage
‘Love can do Wonders’ from their
Coursebook.
Ask them to prepare a write-up about
Chubari for a magazine.

Narrative

Interaction
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Follow the process of writing.
Then let them fill in the self-assessment
sheet on writing.
You may use the following as teacher’s
version or prepare a better one.

     Chubari, Our Horse
Chubari is our horse. I must say that
Chubari is not our horse!
Chubari is our friend; our brother.
We love him very much.
You may wonder why we say so. We
can communicate well with him.
Whatever we say, he understands.
Sometimes we need not say things.
He will do things that we think of. I
love him more because he never bites
while taking sugar lump from our
hands.
He is a powerful horse in our village.
When we rode on him, people from
houses would come to their gates
and watch us ride him.
Chubari was our secret pride. When
we start talking about him we could
not restrain our words.
His beauty lies in the way he walks,
straightening up his neck. He would
think that there are no horses in the
world to beat his elegance.
 I love to see his mane flying in the
wind when he gallops. Chubari is a
great horse.

Going to School
Winter covered the roads and earth
with white snow.
Going to school on the carriage was
my idea. Chubari was ready to pull the
sledge. Every morning, without
anybody’s compulsion he came to the
yard in front of our house on time.
Sonya and I would jump onto the
sledge.
‘Chubari, fast! Or we will be late.’
Yulia would sit in the front holding the
rein.
‘Mom, I too want to go with them,’
Natasha said one morning.
She had not yet been to school.
‘Why should you go?’ Mother asked.
‘Why should I sit back at home?’ she
retorted.
‘You will be frozen in the wind, and
your nose will fall off,’ Mother said.
‘Let it go.’
‘You won’t look pretty then. I will not
let you go.’
‘Leave me please…. Ayyoo….’
Natasha cried aloud.
Tears ran down her cheeks.
Mother shouted at her and scolded her
with bitter words.
But the next moment, Natasha came
out smiling, and sat on the seat.
Marks of tears were still on her cheeks.

Narrative
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This scene was repeated every
morning.
Our Chubari galloped through the
snowy path.
Fresh snow crushed and melted under
his hooves.
Going to school had never been such
a wonderful experience!

• How do you come to school?
• Do you come in vehicles or on foot?
• Do you compete with our friends?
•  Let’s read the story of a race.

Ask the learners to read the passage
‘The Victory’ from their Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.
Create a discussion on the question given
at the end of the passage.

 An Unfair Deal
One day, after school, we were riding
back home.
Chubari was running fast.
We saw a man walking along the
road.
When we dashed past him Yulia
whistled.
The man waved his hands and smiled
at us.

‘Stop, he is our Father,’ I shouted.
Yulia stopped the cart.
‘Dad, come with us,’ Sonya invited her
Father.
Father came near Chubari.
‘Fine, Chubari has regained his
strength,’ Father said, ‘It is time I
bought you a donkey.’
Father raised his hands to fondle
Chubari.
Chubari stepped back and showed his
teeth.
Father’s face turned pale.
‘OK, children, you carry on,’ he said.
‘Aren’t you coming with us?’ Natasha
asked.
‘No, I am busy with some work here,’
he said and walked away.
Yulia waited for sometime.
When Father got away from us she
pulled the reins.
Chubari elegantly galloped as he ran
past our Father.

•Why did Father say ‘It’s time I
bought you a donkey’?
•Why didn’t Chubari allow Father to
   fondle him?
•Why do you think that Father didn’t
   get into the carriage?
•What is Father planning to do?
Elicit free responses.

Interaction

Narrative

Interaction
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Ask them to read the next part of the story
given in the form of a script titled:
‘An Unfair Deal’.
Create a discussion on the question given
at the end of the script.
Let the learners develop a skit based on
the events likely to follow to the script
they read.

Let the learners fix some dramatic events.
Let them fix the characters and the
settings.
Ask them to re-read the script ‘An Unfair
Deal’.
Let them find out the features of the
script.
Let them attempt writing the script.
Follow the process of writing.

Chubari the Envy of All
Father was not ready to give Chubari
to us. He was determined to take
Chubari for his works. We did not
know what was going to happen.
‘Will he really take Chubari from us?’
Natasha asked softly.
It was Chubari who put an end to this
discussion. He did not forget the
incident on the mountain. He was
afraid of Father.

Chubari was annoyed whenever he
heard Father’s sound or saw him.
He did not eat anything that Father
gave him.
One night Father went to the stable.
He had taken an apple with him.
When Father entered the stable,
Chubari huffed with anger.
‘Cool down my son. Don’t you know
me?’ Father said.
Chubari knew him well. That was
why he was angry.
Father tried to pat on Chubari’s neck.
Chubari started breathing hard.
Then he kicked at the wall.
Father jumped back. He was a bit
nervous. He didn’t see Chubari in such
an anger.
The horse became calm and looked
deep into the darkness.
One evening Father came home on a
grey stallion.
‘Father has bought a new horse,’ Yulia
cried.
‘Now Chubari is yours,’ said Mother.
From that day Chubari was ours.

•Will the children be happy now?
•What will they do now?
Now ask the learners to read the next
part of the story titled ‘Chubari, the
Envy of All’ from the Coursebook.
Follow the process of reading.

       Process

Narrative

Interaction
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On Mercy

After the incident on top of the hill,
Chubari became ill again.

One morning I went to the stable and
found Chubari lying on the floor.

He didn’t even touch the hay that we
had given him the previous evening.

‘Chubari my dear, what happened to
you?’

We were sad to see the sight.

Chubari didn’t eat anything on that
day. He lay there till evening.

At night we covered him with blanket
as it was very cold.

We gave him hot water to drink and
put hay near him.

He drank a lot of water but didn’t
touch the hay.

That night we sat together and
discussed the matter.

The next morning Yulia and I went to
the town to bring the veterinary
doctor. We had to walk a lot to reach
the town.

It was very cold in the morning. Our
faces reddened like shoe flowers.

Snow was falling down.

Soft powder like snow gathered on our
eyelashes. We listened to the crushing
of the snow under our feet.

We didn’t speak anything while we
walked. In our minds’ eyes the picture
of the helpless Chubari loomed large.

Doctor was at his home. He was
having his breakfast.

‘Oh, come and sit,’ he said, ‘would you
like to have ‘dosa’?’

‘No, thanks,’ we said in one voice.

‘Our horse is ill.’

‘What happened?’ he asked.

We told him everything that
happened.

‘Ok, let’s go and see the horse,’ the
doctor said.

We returned home in the doctor’s
carriage.

•Will the doctor treat Chubari?

•Will Chubari be well soon?

Ask the learners to read the passage
‘On Mercy’ given in the Coursebook.

Follow the process of reading.

Discuss the questions given at the end of
the passage.

Editing
I. Syntactic Errors:

Narrative

Interaction
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a) Missing words.
‘I tired and hungry.’
Here the word ‘was’ is missing
b) Wrong word order.
‘What I was to do?’
Auxiliary inversion is needed here.
The right form is ‘What was I to do?’

II. Morphological Errors.
a) When darkness falls.
The past tense of the verb ‘fall’ is
needed here.
b) The rain was come.

Here past tense of the verb ‘come’ to
be used and the auxiliary to be
omitted.
c) and did not wanted
Two past tense forms are used here.
Base form of a verb to be followed
after the auxiliary ‘did’.
d) could not went
After the modal auxiliary ‘could’, the
bare form of the verb ‘went’ to be
followed.

III. Spelling Errors.
a) for many mailes
‘miles’ is the right word here.
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This  unit focuses on the issues of  ‘culture’. The learner is to be made aware of the
following concepts addressed in this unit.
• read stories, poems etc. showing love and concern to fellow beings.

  • develope the attitude of considering and caring fellow beings.
   • prepare skits, composing lines, putting forward arguments, writing stories
   related to the issue.
While undergoing the classroom processes of this unit, the students are expected
to create discourses like story, skits, write-up etc. related to the issue.
The issue is dealt with through a variety of discourses like stories, skit and
poems. The learners are also expected to develop various language skills
related to passivisation, word order, time and tense, aspect, affixes and
prepositions.
However, these elements shall not be transacted directly. Learners are to be made
aware of the language elements during the process of editing.
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Interaction

Introduction
 Is there anyone of us who does not

remember our early childhood days?
 How nicely those stories continued

along with our intermittent
interruptions of interrogative, ‘then?’
and ‘after that?’ till we were
overpowered by sleep.
 Now, as grown ups is it not our

responsibility to pass the vast treasure
of those stories to the budding new
generations?
 Here, we have a collection of

wonderful stories which would take
over little children to their long
cherished, close-to-heart would of
fantasy, to instill these moral values
in them which otherwise are difficult
to have.
This unit is the compilation of some folk
tales. There are no Sourcebook
narratives. Of course, the facilitator is
free to construct or develop some
narratives to act as a trigger to the
stories given. Or you can simply lead the
learners to the stories and tasks through
meaningful interaction.
Some questions or dialogues for
interaction are given in the Sourcebook
itself. You can add more if you think so.
The process for reading is the same to that
of the other units. Some points are given
in order to facilitate reading.

STORY NO.1. The Tigers Tail
The Trouble Begins
Ask the pupils to read the first part of
the story individually.
Let them share the ideas in groups.

 Which line tells us that the farmer
wanted to take rest?
 If the farmer hadn’t caught on the

tail, what would have happened?
Which line says you about it?
 Which line says you that the tiger

was trying to free himself?
You may read the passage as if you are
telling a story.
Pause when needed.
Use appropriate voice modulation.
Let the learners present the story in their
own style.
Let them retell the story in their own
words.
Before you proceed to the writing task
invite their attention to the expressions
like:
‘His mind wandered gently over the
thoughts of eating, sleeping and
playing his flute.’
‘He pulled, the farmer pulled.’
‘They tugged back and clawed.’
‘The tiger snarled and clawed.’
‘The farmer gasped and perspired.’
‘Clung frantically’
Writing Task
After the reading part is over, let the
pupils do the writing task. They need to
write only one or two sentences.

 Is the story complete?
 What will happen then?
 Will somebody come to help the farmer?

Interaction
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Let them read the next part of the story
titled: ‘Man or Tiger’.
Follow the process as done earlier.
Writing one’s own views

•The farmer is in trouble. Another
man has come that way.
•The farmer says ‘God has sent you’.
But he refuses to kill.
They argue with each other.
•Who do you support? The farmer or
the man?
•Write your views.

Individual attempt
Random presentation
Refining in groups
Presentation by groups
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Editing

 The man and the farmer argued
each other. What happened then?
Read the next part of the story titled
‘Second Thoughts’.
Follow the process as earlier.
The following questions will help.
The farmer got tired. Which sentence

says you this?
Who is clever? The farmer or the

man? Why do you say so?
Why didn’t the farmer kill the tiger?

Thoughts of the Second Man
The second man is in deep trouble.
 What might be his thoughts now?
Ask the pupils to write the thoughts of
the second man.
Follow the process of writing.

The story is not yet completed.
 What happened next?

Read the passage ‘Tug of War’.
The farmer wanted the second man to
kill the tiger earlier. But he refused.
‘Killing is against my principles,’ he
said . Now he shouts ‘kill him, kill him
quickly.’
 Why did he change his principles?
 Is the second man the only one in

trouble?
 Think about the animal. What do you

feel about it? Somebody caught on its
tail for no reason. Now it is trapped.
Give your views.
Follow the process as earlier.
Developing a story
 How can we end this story?
 Think about a possible ending to the

story.
 Write it down.

Fix some events.
Fix the location.
Fix the characters.
Develop one event in the class through
negotiation. Let the groups develop other
events. If you have only one event to

Interaction

Interaction

       Process

Interaction

       Process
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develop let all the groups work on it and
present them. Remember to give
individual chance to write. Then they
can refine in groups.
Follow steps like:
Random presentation
Refining in groups
Presentation by the groups.
Presentation of the teacher’s version.
Editing of the group products.

Developing a skit
Children have to develop a skit based on
the story. The following may be the steps:
• Listing up of the events
• Deciding the location for each event
• Fixing the characters involved in the
events.
• Time of the event (morning, noon,
night)
• Fixing the position of characters
• Fixing the movements of characters
E.g. From where does the farmer enter on
to the stage?
• From the back left corner? Or back right
corner? etc...
Fixing the dialogue.
To write the dialogue, one must think
about the mood of the character.
e.g.
Let the first event be ‘Farmer sees the
tail’.
Ask the following questions:
Who are the characters?
Elicit the answer ‘farmer and tiger’.

Then fix the position of the characters.
Discuss the point, what they see when the
curtain raises.
You can fix the beginning as per their
ideas. Write on the chart:

The curtain raises.
We see a tiger.

Ask ‘where is the tiger?’
In the centre? In a corner?
Elicit the responses and negotiate the
position through discussion.

The tiger is lying in the centre.
Its head is seen.

Elicit the idea that the tiger’s tail is
protruding through the rocks and the
tiger doesn’t see the farmer.
Fixing movements:
From where does the farmer enter on to
the stage?
The farmer enters from the left back
corner. (Write on the chart)
What does the farmer have in his hand?
Let the pupils read the relevant passage
if needed.
Elicit the answers and write on the chart.
Writing dialogues:
Is the farmer happy?
Is he tired?
Let the pupils go through the passage
and respond.
‘The farmer is tired but he is happy.’
What will the farmer do when he sees the
tail of the tiger?
What will he say then?
Write their responses on the chart.
Now we will have the following as the
first event.

       Process
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The curtain raises.
We see a tiger. It is lying in the centre
of the stage. Its head is kept towards
the right side. Its tail is seen through
the rocks. The farmer enters from the
back left corner of the stage. He has a
sickle in his hand. He is singing a
song.
The farmer sees the tail. He startles.
Farmer: My God!

The next events can be discussed and
distributed to the pupils to blow up.
Poem
Ask the pupils to read the poem ‘Hurt
No Living Thing’.
Lead the pupils to the tasks suggested.

Androcles and the Lion
‘Androcles and the Lion’ tell us about
slavery. It is an interesting story too.
The Runaway Slave
 The story says that the lion brought

food to Androcles everyday. What
type of food was it? Can a man eat the
same food that a lion eats?
 What does a lion eat?
 Will the lion collect some fruits for

its friend?
Write your ideas.
Follow the process of writing.

 What happened then?
 Can a lion and a man live together

for a long time?
 Androcles master will be searching

for him. Will not be?

Read the next part ‘The Fear’
Follow the process for reading.
The story has come to a very
interesting point. Read the next part,
‘The Surprise’ and find out what
happened to our hero.
Follow the process for reading.
 Do you watch programmes on TV?
 Do you enjoy it?
 Have you ever watched sports such

as Jellikettu, bull fight in Spain etc. on
TV?
 Are they real sports?
 Is it right to enjoy a fight?

Prepare a note on any one of such
sports?
Help them to supplying paper reports etc.
Lead the learners to the extended reading
section and to the activities given.

Editing:
1. Syntactic Errors
This area includes cases of using
excess words or missing words and
that of wrong word order. The
following questions will help the
pupils.
a)Are there any excess words?
b)Are some words missing?
c) Do you want to change the word
order?
 2. Morphological Errors.
 The errors in this area are confined
to the word. The form of the word is
to be changed or modified. Supply  the
correct form of the word.
3. Punctuation and spelling.
The learners can make use of a
dictionary.

Interaction


